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Abstract. An (flat) affine 3-manifold is a 3-manifold with an at-
las of charts to an affine space R3 with transition maps in the affine
transformation group AffpR3q. Equivalently an affine 3-manifold
is a 3-manifold with a flat torsion-free affine connection. We show
that a closed affine 3-manifold is either irreducible or is finitely
covered by an affine Hopf manifold. A real projective 3-manifold
is a manifold with an atlas of charts to a real projective space
RP 3 with transition maps in the projective transformation group
PGLp4,Rq. Using the convex concave decomposition of real projec-
tive manifolds, we will show that a closed real projective 3-manifold
decomposes into concave affine submanifolds, toral pi-submanifolds
and 2-convex real projective manifolds. We will apply this result
to closed affine 3-manifolds to obtain the main result.
1. Introduction
Recall that RP 3 :“ R4 ´ tOu{ „ where v „ w if v “ sw for s P
R ´ t0u. Let pi : R4 ´ tOu Ñ RP 3. A subspace of RP 3 is the image
V ´ tOu of a subspace V of R4 under the projection. The group of
projective automorphisms is PGLp4,Rq acting on RP 3 in the standard
manner. A real projective manifold with empty or convex boundary is
given by a manifold with smooth boundary and an atlas of charts to
RP 3 and transition maps in PGLp4,Rq so that either the boundary is
empty or each point of the boundary has a chart to a convex domain
of RP 3. The maximal atlas is called a real projective structure. The
boundary is totally geodesic if each boundary point has a neighborhood
projectively diffeomorphic to an open set in a half-space of an affine
space meeting the boundary. Such a structure gives us a pair pdev, hq
where dev : M˜ Ñ RP 3 is an immersion equivariant with respect to
h : pi1pMq Ñ PGLp4, Rq. The image of h is called the holonomy group.
Conversely, such a pair will determine a real projective structure.
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An affine space is R3 with a group AffpR3q of affine transformations
of form x ÞÑ Ax ` b for A P GLp3,Rq and b P R3. A complement A of
RP 3´V for a subspace V of codimension-one can be identified with the
affine space R3 and the group AutpAq of the projective transformations
equals AffpAq. (See Berger [9] for details.)
An affine manifold with empty or convex boundary is a manifold with
smooth boundary and an atlas of charts to open subsets or convex
domains in R3 and the transition maps in AffpR3q. Since the affine
transformations are projective, an affine manifold has a canonical real
projective structure. (We will drop the term “flat”.) Such manifolds
are considered as projective manifolds with special structures in this
paper.
An elementary example is a so-called affine Hopf manifold that is the
quotient of R3 ´ tOu by an infinite-cyclic group generated by a linear
map all of whose eigenvalues have norm ą 1. Topologically, an affine
Hopf manifold is homeomorphic to S2ˆ S1. (See [28] for a conformally
flat version and [32].)
Let T be a convex simplex in an affine space R3 with faces F0, F1, F2,
and F3. A real projective or affine manifold is 2-convex if every pro-
jective map f : T o Y F1 Y F2 Y F3 Ñ M extends to f : T Ñ M . (Y.
Carrie`re [10] first defined this concept.) We recall the main theorem of
[14].
A 3-hemisphere is a closed 3-hemisphere in S3 and a 3-bihedron is
the closure of a component H ´ S2 for a 3-hemisphere H with a great
2-sphere S2 passing Ho. These have real projective structures induced
from the double-covering map S3 Ñ RP 3.
A concave affine manifold is a codimension-zero compact submani-
fold of M defined in [14]. The interior of a concave affine manifold has
an affine structure inducing its real projective structure. Basically, a
concave affine manifold is covered by a special type of a dense domain
in a 3-hemisphere with an ideal boundary containing a 2-hemisphere,
or is covered by a union of 3-bihedra extending their ideal boundary
2-hemispheres. A two-faced submanifold of a real projective manifold
M is given as the totally geodesic submanifold arising from boundary
components covering a closed submanifold in M . They come from the
boundary components of concave affine manifolds meeting each other
but with disjoint interior. We will explain these later in more detail in
Section 2.2.
An affine manifold is radiant if the holonomy group fixes a unique
point and is foliated by geodesic leaves which lift to straight lines de-
veloping to ones ending at a common point. A toral pi-submanifold is
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a compact radiant concave affine manifold with the virtually infinite-
cyclic fundamental group or a special domain in a hemisphere. We will
later show that a toral pi-submanifold is homeomorphic to a solid torus
or a solid Klein bottle. (See Definition 3.5.)
Theorem 1.1. Let M be a compact real projective 3-manifold with
empty or convex boundary. Suppose that the universal cover M˜ is not
projectively diffeomorphic to an open hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron.
Let M s be the resulting real projective 3-manifold after splitting off
along two-faced totally geodesic submanifolds. Let N be a compact con-
cave affine 3-manifold in M s with compressible boundary. Then N
contains a unique toral pi-submanifold or M is projectively covered by
an affine Hopf manifold finitely.
We obtain a topological obstruction for a closed 3-manifold to have
an affine structure.
Theorem 1.2. Let M be a compact affine 3-manifold with empty or
convex boundary. Then M is either irreducible or is affinely covered by
an affine Hopf manifold finitely. That is, M is a prime 3-manifold.
The result follows from Theorem 3.11 that a closed affine 3-manifold
decomposes into 2-convex affine manifolds and concave affine manifolds
with incompressible boundary to themselves and toral pi-submanifolds
unless it is finitely covered by S2ˆS1. If M is finitely covered by S2ˆS1,
then M is finitely covered by an affine Hopf manifold by Theorem 4.3.
Theorem 0.1 of [16] shows that a 2-convex affine 3-manifold is covered
by a cell and hence is irreducible. We classified the closed radiant
affine manifolds in [15]. Except for ones covered by S2 ˆ S1, these are
all 2-convex Seifert manifolds and hence irreducible.
We do not yet have a good idea how to classify 2-convex affine man-
ifolds with convex boundary. We leave this as research projects. Some
examples in Sullivan-Thurston [32] as the affine n-manifolds n ě 4
fibering over a surfaces are 2-convex. By projectivising, we obtain 2-
convex real projective 3-manifolds. Compact radiant affine 3-manifolds
are 2-convex. (See also [26].) Also, we are trying to understand the con-
cave affine manifolds with incompressible boundary. Since the bound-
ary is concave for a concave affine manifold, we don’t have a clear
picture yet.
Actually, we wish to obtain a more precise canonical decomposi-
tion theorem of an affine 3-manifold into concave affine manifolds and
2-convex affine manifolds similar to what we did for real projective
surfaces as in [17, 18].
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For related topics, see the paper by Sullivan and Thurston [32] and
the question of Goldman in Problem 6 in the Open Problems Section
of [4]. Wu in his doctoral thesis researched into this topic producing
a partial result [34] in 2012. Recall that Markus conjectured in 1970s
that a closed affine manifold with a parallel volume form is affinely
diffeomorphic to Rn{Γ for a discrete subgroup Γ of AffpRnq. The con-
jecture is still open for n ě 3. Also, there is a well-known conjecture
that a closed hyperbolic 3-manifold does not admit an affine structure.
Fried [21] showed that hyperbolic Dehn-surgered 3-manifolds from a
figure-eight knot in S3 do not admit affine structures. When the ho-
lonomy group is solvable or nilpotent, we know a great deal by the
work of Fried, Goldman and Hirsch [23], Benoist [7] and Dupont [20].
Otherwise, very little is known except for complete affine 3-manifolds
by the work of Fried and Goldman [22], unimodular Seifert ones by
Carrie`re, Dal’bo, and Meigniez [13], the radiant 3-dimensional ones by
Barbot [5] and Choi [15] answering the question of Carrie`re and Fried.
Also, in 1960s the Auslander conjecture that complete affine n-
manifolds have virtually solvable fundamental groups is partially solved
for n “ 3 by Fried and Goldman [22], and for n ď 6 by H. Abels, G.
Margulis, and G. Soifer [1, 2, 3]. The Chern conjecture that a closed
affine manifold has Euler characteristic 0 is solved only for complete
closed affine manifolds by the work of Kostant and Sullivan [30] and
for closed affine manifolds with amenable holonomy groups by Hirsch
and Thurston [27].
However, the complete affine manifolds are studied often with very
different techniques using Lie groups. The study of incomplete affine
manifolds is more geometric.
For the related real projective structures on closed 3-manifolds, Cooper
and Goldman [19] showed that a connected sum RP 3#RP 3 admits no
real projective structure.
We outline this paper. The main tools of this paper are from three
long papers [14], [15], and [16]. In Section 2, we discuss the basic facts
on real projective and affine structures. In Section 2.2, we recall the
convex and concave decomposition of real projective structures. We
recall 3-crescents and two-faced submanifolds and the decomposition
theory in [14].
In Section 3, Theorem 3.1 shows that if we have a two-faced sub-
manifold with a compressible boundary, then the manifold is finitely
covered by an affine Hopf manifold.
We prove Theorem 3.1 in Section 3.1. Theorem 3.2 shows that if
a concave affine manifold has a compressible boundary, then we can
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characterize its cover as being projectively diffeomorphic to the com-
plement of a properly convex domain in an open 3-hemisphere. Also,
these concave affine manifolds have virtually cyclic fundamental groups.
We prove Theorem 3.2 in Section 3.2 using Lemma 3.7. Here, we
show that a cover of the concave affine manifold being a union of mu-
tually intersecting 3-crescents must map to the complement above, and
the boundary has a unique annulus component. Since the fundamen-
tal group of N acts on an annulus covering its boundary properly and
freely, the fundamental group is virtually infinite-cyclic. The final part
of the proof is completed by Section 3.3 where we show that these con-
cave affine manifolds contain toral pi-submanifolds. We also show that
a toral pi-submanifold is homeomorphic to a solid torus or a solid Klein
bottle. We prove Theorem 1.1 here.
In Section 3.4, we discuss the decomposition of M into 2-convex real
projective manifolds with convex boundary and toral pi-submanifolds,
i.e., Theorem 3.11. We use the convex and concave decomposition
theorem of [14] and Theorem 3.2 and replacing the concave affine 3-
manifolds with compressible boundary with toral pi-suborbifolds. This
is useful in proving Theorem 1.2.
In Section 4, we begin to prove Theorem 1.2. In Section 4.1, we
discuss the closed trivial holonomy surfaces, and show how we can
reduce the complexity of the surfaces to obtain ones disjoint from all
toral pi-submanifolds. We complete the proof using the result of Section
4.3, where we show that every closed trivial holonomy surface in a cover
of a holonomy cover of a 2-convex affine 3-manifold bounds compact
connected 3-manifold; i.e., Theorem 4.2, following the disk-filling idea
of [16]
The main idea to prove Theorem 1.2 is as follows: suppose that
we have an essential sphere in M . Then we can isotopy it away from
toral pi-submanifolds when lifted after some surgery unless M is finitely
covered by an affine Hopf manifold. Being a closed trivial holonomy
surface in a 2-convex affine manifold, it must bound a compact sub-
manifold in Mh by Theorem 4.2. However, being an essential sphere in
the beginning will contradict this.
We thank Yves Carrie`re, Bill Goldman and Weiqiang Wu for fruitful
discussions.
2. Preliminary
2.1. The projective geometry of the sphere. Let V be a vector
space. Define P pV q as V ´t0u{ „ where x „ y iff x “ sy for s P R´t0u.
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PGLpV q acts on this space where PGLpRnq “ PGLpn,Rq. We denote by
RP 3 the space P pR4q.
Let R` :“ tt|t P R, t ą 0u. Define SpV q as V ´ t0u{ „ where x „ y
iff x “ sy for s P R`. SL˘pV q acts on SpV q. There is a double cover
SpV q Ñ P pV q with the deck transformation group generated by the
antipodal map A : SpV q Ñ SpV q induced from the linear map V Ñ V
given by v Ñ ´v. We denote by rvs the equivalence class of v in SpV q.
This gives us homogeneous coordinates of SpRnq as rx1, . . . , xns for the
vector px1, . . . , xnq ‰ 0. We denote by S3 the space SpR4q.
The real projective sphere S3 has a real projective structure given
by the double covering map to RP 3. Let AutpS3q denote the group of
projective automorphisms of S3. We can identify it with SL˘p4,Rq as
obtained by the standard action of GLp4,Rq on R4.
We imbed R3 as an open 3-hemisphere Ho in S3 for a closed 3-
hemisphere H by sending px1, x2, x3q to r1, x1, x2, x3s. We identify R3
with Ho. The boundary of R3 is a great sphere S given by x0 “ 0.
The group AutpHq of projective automorphisms acting on H equals
the group of affine transformations of Ho “ R3. (A good reference for
all these geometric topic is the book by Berger [9].)
2.2. Convex concave decomposition of real projective 3-manifolds.
We recall results of [14]. We take the universal cover M˜ of a 3-manifold
M . Let pi1pMq denote the fundamental group acting on M˜ . The exis-
tence of a real projective structure on M gives us an immersion dev :
M˜ Ñ RP 3, called a developing map, satisfying dev ˝ γ “ hpγq ˝ dev
where h : pi1pMq Ñ PGLp4,Rq is a homomorphism.
We will lift dev to a map dev1 : M˜ Ñ S3 and h lifts to pi1pMq Ñ
SL˘p4,Rq so that dev1 is an equivariant immersion. There exists a well-
defined immersion dev1 : M˜ Ñ S3 and a homomorphism h1 : pi1pMq Ñ
SL˘p4,Rq so that dev1 ˝ g “ h1pgq ˝ dev1 for each deck transformation
g of M˜ .
We will now denote dev1 by dev and h1 by h for convenience for a
given real projective 3-manifold M . pdev, hq is determined only up to
pdev, hp¨qq ÞÑ pg ˝ dev, ghp¨qg´1q
for g P SL˘p4,Rq.
Let Kh be the kernel of h : pi1pMq Ñ SL˘p4,Rq, independent of
the choice of h. Let Mh :“ M˜{Kh a so-called holonomy cover. Then
dev induces an immersion devh : Mh Ñ S3. The deck transformation
group Γh of Mh is isomorphic to pi1pMq{Kh. There is a homomorphism
hKh : Γh Ñ SL˘p4,Rq induced by h.
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For a subgroup J of pi1pMq with J Ă Kh, we define MJ :“ M˜{J .
We obtain an immersion devJ : MJ Ñ S3 and a homomorphism hJ :
pi1pMq{J Ñ SL˘p4,Rq. The deck transformation group ΓJ of MJ is
isomorphic to NpJq{J for the normalize NpJq of J . They also satisfy
devJ ˝ γ “ hJpγq ˝ devJ for γ P ΓJ . Let pJ : MJ Ñ M denote the
covering map. (By an abuse of notations, we write p : MJ ÑM as the
covering map for any normal J .)
Actually, we will require J to be normal subgroup of pi1pMq. Then pJ
is a regular cover with the deck transformation group ΓJ :“ pi1pMq{J .
For any connected submanifold N of M , let NJ denote a component
of its inverse image in MJ . Then pJ |NJ : NJ Ñ N is a regular covering
map also and the deck transformation group equals ΓJ,NJ the subgroup
of ΓJ acting on NJ . For the developing map, we have devJ,NJ “
devJ |NJ and for the corresponding holonomy homomorphism hNJ “
hJ |ΓJ,NJ . Even if J “ t1u, NJ may not be a universal cover of N and
hence unfortunately we often don’t know the kernel of the holonomy
homomorphism h : pi1pNq Ñ SL˘p4,Rq.
The immersion devJ induces a Riemannian µ-metric on MJ from
the standard Riemannian metric on S3. This gives us a path-metric to
be denote by d on MJ . (More precisely dJ but we omit J here.) Recall
from [14], the Cauchy completion MˇJ of MJ with this path-metric is
called the Kuiper completion of MJ . (This metric is quasi-isometrically
defined by devJ and hence the topology is independent of the choice
of devJ .) The ideal set is MJ,8 :“ MˇJ ´MJ . The immersion devJ
extends to a continuous map. We use devJ as the notation for the
extended map as well. If M is an affine 3-manifold, we define M as a
real projective manifold and MˇJ as above. ΓJ acts on MJ and MJ,8
possibly with fixed points in MJ,8. When J is a trivial group, we will
simply write Mˇ for MˇJ and M8 for MJ,8. When J “ Kh, we write Mˇh
for MˇKh and Mh,8 for MKh,8. When J “ t1u, we write Mˇ for Mˇt1u
and M8 for Mt1u,8.
A tetrahedron or 3-simplex is a convex hull of four points in gen-
eral position in an affine space R3. A real projective 3-manifold M
is 2-convex if every projective map f : T o Y F1 Y F2 Y F3 Ñ M for
a tetrahedron T with faces Fi, i “ 1, . . . , 4, extends to one from T .
(These definitions extend to affine manifolds considered as real projec-
tive manifolds.)
A tetrahedron in MˇJ is a compact subset T so that devJ |T is an
imbedding to a tetrahedron in an affine space in S3. A face of T is a
corresponding subset of devJpT q.
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For a compact convex subset K of Mˇ so that devJ |K is an imbed-
ding, we define BK to be the subset corresponding to BdevJpKq. If
devJpKq is a compact convex domain in a subspace of S3, then we
define Ko as the subset of K that is the inverse image of the manifold
interior of devJpKq. An i-hemisphere in MˇJ is a compact subset H
so that devJ |H is an imbedding to a i-hemisphere, 1 ď i ď 3. A 3-
bihedron in MˇJ is a compact subset B so that devJ |B is an imbedding
to a compact convex set K so that BK is the union of two 2-hemispheres
with the identical boundary great circle.
The following shows that the notion of 2-convexity can be charac-
terized independent of J .
Proposition 2.1. M is 2-convex if and only if every tetrahedron T in
MˇJ with faces Fi, i “ 1, . . . , 4, T o Y F1 Y F2 Y F3 Ă MJ is a subset of
M˜J .
Proof. See Proposition 4.2 of [14] for the version for Mˇh. For general
MˇJ , we have a covering map MJ ÑMh is distance nonincreasing for the
metrics dJ and dh. It extends to a map MˇJ Ñ Mˇh. For any tetrahedron
T in MˇJ , it is clear that the map is an isometry. Conversely, for a
tetrahedron T in Mˇh, there exists a tetrahedron T
1 Ă MˇJ mapping
isometrically to T . 
From now on, we assume that M˜ is not projectively diffeomorphic
to an open 3-hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron. This is equivalent to
requiring the same for the holonomy cover Mh.
We will now be discussing crescents in MˇJ . In [14], we defined these
for Mˇh only. However, the theory will pass to MˇJ since MJ has trivial
holonomy.
A hemispherical 3-crescent is a 3-hemisphere H in MˇJ so that a 2-
hemisphere in BH is a subset of the ideal set MJ,8. We define αR for a
hemispherical 3-crescent R to be the union of all open 2-hemispheres
in BH XMJ,8. We define IR “ BH ´ αR.
By Proposition 6.2 of [14] or by its MˇJ -version, given two hemispher-
ical 3-crescents R and S in MˇJ , we have R X S “ H, or R “ S, or
RXS is a union of common components of IRXMJ and ISXMJ . The
components of IRXMJ as in the last case are called copied components
of IR XMJ . The union of all copied components in MJ , a so-called
pre-two-faced submanifold, covers a compact imbedded totally geo-
desic 2-dimensional submanifold in M oJ by Proposition 6.4 of [14]. The
submanifold is called the two-faced submanifold of type I (arising from
hemispherical 3-crescents). (It is possible that the needed results of
[14] are true when the manifold-boundary BM is convex. This is not
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proved there.) Note it is possible that the two-face submanifold of type
I may be empty, i.e., does not exist at all.
The splitting along the two-faced submanifold A of type I is given by
the Cauchy completion M s of M ´ A using an ordinary Riemannian
metric on M and restricting to M´A and taking its path-metric. (Note
this is not the Kuiper completion since we use the metric on M .)
A bihedral 3-crescent is a 3-bihedron B in MˇJ so that a 2-hemisphere
in BB is a subset of MJ,8. (We require that these are not contained
in a hemispherical 3-crescent.) For a bihedral 3-crescent R, we define
αR as the open 2-hemisphere in BRXMJ,8. We define IR :“ BR´ αR,
a 2-hemisphere. For a 3-crescent R, we define the interior of R as
Ro “ R ´ IR ´ αR.
We say that two 3-crescents R and S overlap if Ro X S ‰ H, or
equivalently Ro X So ‰ H. We say that R „ S if there exists a
sequence of 3-crescents R1 “ R,R2, ¨ ¨ ¨ , Rn “ S where RiXRoi`1 ‰ H.
We define as in Chapter 7 of [14]
ΛpRq :“
ď
S„R
S, δ8ΛpRq :“
ď
S„R
αS,
Λ1pRq :“
ď
S„R
pS ´ ISq, δ8Λ1pRq :“ δ8ΛpRq.(2.1)
We showed in Chapter 7 of [14] (see Corollary 5.8 of [14]) devJ |ΛpRq
maps into a 3-hemisphere H and devJ |δ8ΛpRq is an immersion to BH.
Given a subset A of MˇJ , we define intA to be the interior of A in MˇJ .
We define bdA to be the topological boundary of A in MˇJ . By Lemma
7.4 of [14], if intΛpRqXMJ XΛpSq ‰ H for two bihedral 3-crescents R
and S, then ΛpRq “ ΛpSq. Otherwise ΛpRq “ ΛpSq or ΛpRq X ΛpSq X
MJ is a subset of bdΛpRq XMJ and bdΛpSq XMJ . In the third case,
the intersection is a union of common components of bdΛpRqXMJ and
bdΛpSqXMJ . We call such components copied components. The union
of all copied components in MJ , a so-called pre-two-faced submanifold,
covers a compact imbedded totally geodesic 2-dimensional submanifold
in M o by Proposition 7.6 of [14]. The submanifold is called a two-faced
submanifold of type II (arising from bihedral 3-crescents).
Proposition 2.2. Suppose that a compact real projective 3-manifold
M with empty or convex boundary contains a two-faced submanifold S
in M . Suppose that the universal cover M˜ is not projectively diffeo-
morphic to an open 3-hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron. A bihedral
3-crescent R and a hemispherical 3-crescent S do not overlap. Hence,
the two-faced submanifold of type I is disjoint from the one of type II.
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Proof. If any bihedral 3-crescent R meets a hemispherical 3-crescent S
with R X So ‰ H, then it must be αR Ă BS, and hence R Ă S by
Proposition 3.10 of [14].
If the two-faced submanifold of type I and one, say A, of type II
meet, then the interiors of some adjacent hemispherical 3-crescent and
bihedral one with points close to A meet. This is a contradiction by
above. 
The splitting along the two-faced submanifold A of type II is given
by the Cauchy completion M s of M ´A using an ordinary path-metric
on M .
Let M s denote the manifold obtained from M by splitting along the
union of the two-faced submanifolds of type I and ones of type II. (Of
course, we do not split if there are no two-faced submanifolds of type
I or II and M s “M .) A cover M sJ of M s can be obtained by splitting
along the preimage of the union of the two-faced submanifold of type I
and one of type II in MJ and taking a component for every component
of M s and taking the union of these. (See Chapter 8 of [14].) For each
component A of M sJ , let ΓA denote the subgroup of ΓJ acting on A
o.
Then ΓA extends to a deck transformation group of A. We define Γ
s
J
the finite product groupź
APC
ΓA for the set C of components in M sJ .
Again M sJ has a developing map dev
s
J : M
s
J Ñ S3, an immersion, and
M sJ Ñ M s is a regular cover with the deck transformation group ΓsJ .
There is a map M sJ Ñ Mˇ by identifying along the splitting submani-
folds. We can easily see that the Kuiper completion Mˇ sJ contains the
hemispherical 3-crescent if and only if MˇJ does. Also, the set of hemi-
spherical 3-crescents of Mˇ sJ maps in a one-to-one manner to the set
of those Mˇ by taking the interior of the hemispherical 3-crescent and
sending it to Mˇ and taking the closure. (See Chapter 8 of [14]). Now
Mˇ sJ does not have any copied components. The map is onto up to the
action of Γh. In this case, for a hemispherical 3-crescent R, R XM sJ
covers a compact manifold with totally geodesic boundary the image
of ppIR XM sJq. We call this a concave affine manifold of type I. (See
[14].)
We can easily see that the Kuiper completion Mˇ sJ contains the bi-
hedral 3-crescent if and only if MˇJ does. Also, the set of bihedral
3-crescents of Mˇ sJ maps in a one-to-one manner to the set of those MˇJ
by taking the interior of the bihedral 3-crescent and sending it to Mˇ
and taking the closure. (See Chapter 8 of [14]). The map is onto up to
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the action of Γh. Now Mˇ
s
J does not have any copied components. For a
bihedral crescent R in Mˇ sJ , ΛpRqXM sJ covers a compact manifold with
concave boundary in M sJ . We call this submanifold a concave affine
manifold of type II. (See Chapter 10 of [14] as a reference of results
stated here.)
2.3. Covering maps and crescents. Let’s clarify the relationship
between the crescents in Mˇh and MˇJ .
Proposition 2.3. Let M be a compact real projective manifold with
convex boundary. Suppose that the universal cover M˜ is not projec-
tively diffeomorphic to an open 3-hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron.
Let MJ be cover of Mh with covering map pJ,h where J Ă Kh. Then
the following holds :
‚ Any hemispherical 3-crescent R in MˇJ maps to one in Mˇh by
taking Ro and sending it to Mh and taking its closure. Con-
versely, any hemispherical 3-crescent R1 is obtained by such a
procedure.
‚ The pre-two-faced submanifold in MJ arising from hemispheri-
cal 3-crescents covers one in Mh by pJ,h.
‚ A bihedral 3-crescent in MˇJ maps to one in Mˇh by the same
procedure and the surjectivity is also true.
‚ The pre-two-faced submanifold in MJ arising from bihedral 3-
crescents covers one in Mh by pJ,h.
‚ Let NJ be a component of the inverse image of a compact mani-
fold N in M . Let NˇJ denote the Kuiper completion of NJ using
devJ |NJ . The inclusion map NJ Ñ MJ extends to the map
NˇJ Ñ MˇJ . Then a hemispheric or bihedral 3-crescent R in NˇJ
maps to one in MˇJ .
Proof. The map pJ,h : MJ Ñ Mh is distance non-increasing since any
path in MJ measured by the d-metric goes to one in Mh of the same
d-length. Let pˆJ,h denote the obvious extension MˇJ Ñ Mˇh. any hemi-
spherical 3-crescent R in MˇJ the image R
1 in Mh has a 3-hemisphere
H as the interior since open 3-hemisphere cannot cover a submanifold
with nontrivial holonomy. Then R1 is the closure of H in Mˇh since we
can find finite d-length paths to every points of R1. The closure of H
must be a 3-hemisphere by the consideration of the d-metric, and hence
equals R1. The subset Mj XR maps to Mh XR1 as a covering map. It
must be a homeomorphism since Ro Ñ H is one. The complement of
MhXR1 in R1 is in MJ,8. Hence, this proves that R1 is a hemispherical
3-crescent.
The second item follows easily from the first one.
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The third and the fourth items are also analogous. The fifth item
again can be proved similarly. 
3. Concave affine manifolds
In this section, we will prove the following two theorems. Given a
two-sided imbedded surface Σ in a 3-manifold M , Σ is incompressible
if pi1pΣq injects into pi1pMq. Otherwise, Σ is said to be compressible. A
simple closed curve in Σ is essential if it is not null-homotopic in Σ. A
compressible surface always has an essential simple closed curve that
is the boundary of an imbedded disk by Dehn’s Lemma.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that a compact real projective 3-manifold M
with empty or convex boundary contains a two-faced submanifold S in
M . Suppose that the universal cover M˜ is not projectively diffeomor-
phic to an open 3-hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron. Then either S
is incompressible in M or M is covered by an affine Hopf manifold
finitely.
Theorem 3.2. Let N be a concave affine manifold with nonempty
boundary BN in a compact real projective 3-manifold M with empty or
convex boundary. Suppose that the universal cover M˜ is not projectively
diffeomorphic to an open 3-hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron. Assume
that M has no two-faced submanifold. Then one of the following holds :
‚ M is covered by an affine Hopf manifold finitely, or
‚ each component of BN is BN ÑM is incompressible, or
‚ N has unique compressible boundary component, and N con-
tains a toral pi-submanifold P with following properties :
– Let NJ Ă MJ be a component of the inverse image of N .
The inverse image of P in NJ meets the interior of any
3-crescent in the Kuiper completion NˇJ of NJ . The funda-
mental group of N is virtually infinite-cyclic.
– No boundary component of N is homeomorphic to a sphere
or a projective plane.
– Let R be a 3-crescent in ClpNJq in Mˇh.
˚ Either R is a hemispherical 3-crescent where R X
NJ “ NJ covers a toral pi-submanifold ; or else
˚ R is a bihedral 3-crescent and devJ |Λ1pRq X NJ is
a homeomorphism to Ho ´ K for a convex compact
domain K in a 3-hemisphere H with K X BH ‰ H.
3.1. The proof of Theorem of 3.1. (I) Let A1 denote a component
of a two-faced submanifold of type I. Suppose that A1 is covered by
a component A˜1 of IR XMJ for a hemispherical 3-crescent R. If A˜1
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is simply connected, then A1 is incompressible in M and we are done
here. Let Γ1 denote the deck transformation group of A˜1 in ΓJ so that
A˜1{Γ1 is compact and diffeomorphic to A1.
Suppose that A˜1 contains a simple closed curve c1 not bounding a
disk in A˜1. We may assume that c1 imbeds to a simple closed curve in
the two-faced submanifold by taking a finite cover of M if necessary.
(A preimage of a two-faced submanifold is still one by Proposition 8.13
of [14].) Thus, tgpc1q|g P Γ1u is a collection of mutually disjoint curves.
Then c1 bounds a compact disk D1 in I
o
R not contained in A˜1. Then
D1XA˜1 contains a component D11 of A˜1´c1. Since A˜1 regularly covers a
compact submanifold, there exists a deck transformation g acting on A˜1
so that gpc1q Ă A˜1XD1. We can assume that g is orientation preserving
by taking a finite cover of M if necessary. Since gpRq and Ro meet by
their being one-sided neighborhoods of D1, we obtain gpRq “ R by
Theorem 5.1 of [14]. Then gpD1q Ă Do1 and gpIRq “ IR. Since c1 is
separating in IoR, it follows that g
ipD1q Ă Do1 for every i ą 0.
By the Brouwer fixed point theorem, g fixes a point x in IoR. g|IoR
is an affine transformation of IoR fixing x. Then hJpgq|devJpIRq has
the largest eigenvalue at devpxq since otherwise gipcq cannot be inside
D1 for some sufficiently large i. Here, IR has to be 2-hemisphere since
hJpgq has the isolated largest eigenvalue point in the sphere containing
devJpIRq and acts on devJpIRq. (We call the above techniques and its
analogues in the paper a disk-fixed-point argument)
The set tgipc1qu is a collection of curves forming a sequence geo-
metrically converging to the great 2-sphere BIR as i Ñ ´8 by the
eigenvalue considerations. Considering
Ť
iPZ g
ipc1q, we see that except
for the component A˜1, every other component of IRXMJ is a precom-
pact subset of IoA. By Propositions 6.4 and 7.6 in [14], each component
Aj of IR X MJ covers a compact submanifold in MJ . Suppose that
there exists Aj different from A˜1. Aj is a precompact subset of I
o
R. By
Lemma 3.3, Aj cannot cover a compact submanifold. Therefore, we
obtain that A˜1 is a unique component of IR XMJ .
Since A˜1 “ IR XMJ “ IS XMJ is a pre-two-faced submanifold, A˜1
covers a compact 2-manifold. By the classification of affine 2-manifolds
(see [6]), we obtain A˜1 “ IR ´ txu as A˜1 Ą c1. Since A˜1 covers a two-
faced submanifold, A˜1 is a component of IS XMJ for a hemispherical
3-crescent S where R X S XMJ “ A˜1.
Since ClpαSq YClpαRq ĂM8 bounds the compact domain RY S in
Mˇ , we obtain RoY SoY A˜1 “MJ . Since R is a 3-hemisphere, we have
either gpRq “ R or gpRq “ S. Thus, the deck transformation group
acts on A˜1. However, A˜1{Γ1 is a 2-dimensional closed surface while
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MJ{ΓJ is a closed 3-manifold. We can assume that these are orientable
by taking finite coverings. Since MJ “ Ro Y So Y pIoR ´ txuq – S2 ˆR,
it follows that M is finitely covered by S2 ˆ S1 considering S2 ˆ I{ „
by Lemma 3.4. (ModpS2q “ Z{2Z is finite by a classical work of Smale
[31].) By Corollary 4.4, we are finished in this case.
(II) Let A1 denote a component of a two-faced submanifold of type II
in M with its cover A˜1 in IR containing a noncontractible closed curve
for a bihedral crescent R. Using the arguments are very similar to the
case (I), we obtain that A˜1 “ IoR´txu for a bihedral 3-crescent R. Since
A˜1 is in bdΛpRq XMJ being a pre-two-faced manifold, bdΛpRq XMJ
has to be now a subset of IoR ´ txu (Chapters 6 and 7 of [14]), and we
obtain R “ ΛpRq.
Since A˜1 is in a pre-two-sided submanifold, we obtain that IR Ă IS
for another bihedral 3-crescent S so that So XRo “ H. It follows that
IoR´txu “ IoS ´txu and hence IR “ IS. Since ClpαRqYClpαSq ĂMJ,8
forms the boundary of R Y S, and MJ is disjoint from it, MJ “ Ro Y
So Y IoR ´ txu holds. Thus, MJ is homeomorphic to S2 ˆ R. It follows
as above that M is finitely covered by S2 ˆ S1 by Lemma 3.4. Again
Corollary 4.4 implies the result in this case.
Lemma 3.3. Let Ω1 be an open surface in MJ with devJpΩ1q bounded
in an affine space A “ Ho for a 2- or 3-hemisphere H. Suppose that
a discrete group G Ă ΓJ acts properly discontinuously and freely on
Ω1, and hJ |G is injective. Moreover G acts on H. Then Ω1{G is
noncompact.
Proof. Since G acts on H, G acts as a group of affine transformations
on the affine 2- or 3-space Ho. The closure ClpdevJpΩ1qq is a compact
bounded subset of A. The convex hull C1 of ClpdevJpΩ1qq is a convex
bounded subset of A also and G acts on it and its center of mass, and
hence G is a finite group. Since Ω is open, there exists a sequence tyiu
exiting all compact sets eventually. If there exists a compact funda-
mental domain F , there should be infinite number of gi P G so that
gipyiq P F . This is a contradiction. 
Let DiffpKq be the group of diffeomorphisms of K with the usual
Cr-topology and Diff0pKq the identity component of this group. We
define the mapping class group ModpKq of a manifold K to be the
group DiffpKq{Diff0pKq.
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that N˜1 “ K ˆ R for a compact manifold K
covers a compact manifold N1 as a normal cover. Suppose that ModpKq
is finite. Then N1 is finitely covered by K ˆ S1.
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Proof. There exists a deck transformation g so that K ˆ t0u X gpK ˆ
t0uq “ H since the deck transformation group acts properly discontin-
uously. Now K ˆ t0u and gpK ˆ t0uq a submanifold homeomorphic to
K ˆ I for an interval I. (See Chapter 10 of [25].) Thus, N1 is finitely
covered by a bundle over S1 with fiber diffeomorphic to K. The bun-
dle N2 is diffeomorphic to K ˆ I{ „ where px, 0q „ pgpxq, 1q where
g : K Ñ K is a diffeomorphism. Since ModpKq is finite, a power gi is
isotopic to the identity for an integer i ě 1. Thus, an i-fold cover of
N2 is diffeomorphic to K ˆ S1. 
3.2. The proof of Theorem of 3.2.
Definition 3.5. Suppose that M˜ is not projectively diffeomorphic to
an open 3-hemisphere or a 3-bihedron. Assume M has no two-sided
submanifolds. Let R be a hemispheric 3-crescent with IR X MJ “
IoR´txu for x P IoR. Then a compact submanifold N covered by RXMJ
is called a toral pi-submanifold of type I.
Given ΛpRq for a bihedral crescent R, if ΛpRq is a union of bihedral
crescent R1 with devJpIR1q containing a common point and δ8ΛpRq
develops to an open disk in BH for a 3-hemisphere. Suppose that
ΛpRq XMJ covers a compact radiant affine 3-manifold N with a com-
pressible boundary. Then N is said to be a toral pi-submanifold of type
II.
Now, we have no two-faced submanifold by Proposition 2.3. Let
MJ denote a regular cover of M with developing map devJ and the
holonomy homomorphism hJ with J Ă Kh. Let ΓJ denote the deck
transformation group of MJ . hJ is not necessarily injective from ΓJ to
SL˘p4,Rq. The kernel equals Kh{J .
Suppose that we have two crescents S1 and S2 so that IS1 XMh and
IS2 XMh intersect and are tangent but devJpS1qo X devJpS2qo “ H.
In this case S1 and S2 are said to be opposite.
This proof is fairly long. To outline, we give the following:
(I) Concave affine manifolds of type I.
(II) Concave affine manifolds of type II.
(A) there exist three mutually overlapping bihedral 3-crescents
in ΛpRq for a bihedral crescent R in MˇJ .
(i) There is a pair of opposite bihedral 3-crescents in
ΛpRq. By Lemma 3.7, M is covered by an affine
Hopf manifold finitely.
(ii) Otherwise, devJ |ΛpRq is injective onto H ´K for a
properly convex domain K. ΛpRq contains a bihe-
dral 3-crescent where a deck transformation acts on.
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This gives a toral pi-submanifold by Lemma 3.9. We
obtain this by three steps (a), (b), (c) below.
(B) Otherwise, all bihedral 3-crescents R have IR containing
a pair of points q, q´. Then ΛpRq is a union of segments
from q to q´.
(i) A closed curve in a component A1 of bdΛpRq XMJ
bounds a disk in the union A1,` of lines from q to q´
passing A1. Here, the situation is similar to (A)(i)
and we use Lemma 3.9.
(ii) Otherwise, A1,` is an annulus. We show that this
case does not happen.
(I) Let N be a concave affine manifold of type I in M . Then HXMJ
covers N for a hemispherical 3-crescent H. Let ΓN denote the subgroup
of ΓJ acting on HXMh as the deck transformation group of the covering
map to N .
Let A˜1 denote a component of IH XMJ . If it is simply connected,
then A1 is incompressible and we are finished for this component.
Suppose that A˜1 is not simply connected. Then A˜1 contains a simple
close curve c1. As above, we can show using Lemma 3.3 that A˜ “ IoH X
MJ “ IoH´txu. By Dehn’s lemma, we can obtain a compressing disk in
HoXIoH´txu with boundary in IoH´txu. Thus, HXMJ “ HoYIoH´txu
is homeomorphic to D2 ˆ R and N is covered by D2 ˆ S1 by Lemma
3.4.
Since the fundamental group of N acts on an annulus IoH´txu prop-
erly discontinuously and freely, ΓN is virtually infinite-cyclic. (pIoH ´txuq{ΓN can only be a torus, a Klein bottle, an annulus, or a Mo¨bius
band.)
(II) Now suppose that N is a concave affine manifold of type II in
M . Then N is covered by ΛpRqXMh for a bihedral 3-crescent R in Mˇ .
Let ΓN denote the subgroup of ΓJ acting on ΛpRq XMh as the deck
transformation group of the covering map to N .
(A) Suppose that there exists three mutually overlapping bihedral
3-crescents R1, R2, and R3 with tIRi |i “ 1, 2, 3u in general position. By
modifying the proofs of Lemma 11.1 and Proposition 11.1 of [15] for
bihedral 3-crescents of type not considered there, we obtain that
devJ :Λ1pRq Ñ H ´K,(3.1)
devJ |Λ1pRq XMJ :ΛpRq XMJ Ñ Ho ´K
are homeomorphisms to for a 3-hemisphere H and a compact convex
set K. The existence of Ri, i “ 1, 2, 3, implies that K is properly
convex. Also, the equation (3.1) implies that hJ |ΓN is injective.
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Here, devJpαR1q Ă BH for R1 „ R. Now, bdΛ1pRq XMJ maps to
BK. Let K 1 denote the inverse image in bdΛ1pRq of K. hJpΓNq is an
affine transformation group of Ho since it acts on an affine space Ho
as a projective automorphism group.
Hypothesis 3.6. We can have two possibilities:
(H)(i) Suppose that there exist two opposite bihedral 3-crescents S1, S2 „
R.
(H)(ii) There are no such bihedral 3-crescents.
We study the case of hypothesis (i). At least one component A1 of
IoS1 XMJ contains IoS1 ´ K 1 for a properly convex compact set K 1 by
equation (3.1).
Lemma 3.7. Suppose that there exist two bihedral 3-crescents S1, S2
in MˇJ so that IS1 XMJ and IS2 XMJ intersect and are tangent but
devJpS1qo X devJpS2qo “ H. Assume S1, S2 „ R. Then there exists a
unique component of ISi XMJ equal to IoSi ´ txu for a point x of IoSi,
i “ 1, 2, and M is finitely covered by an affine Hopf manifold.
Proof. First, IS1XMJ and IS2XMJ meet at the union of their common
components by geometry since such a component is totally geodesic and
complete in MJ .
We will show that A1 is a unique component of I
o
S1
XMJ : Suppose
that there exists a component A2 of I
o
S1
XMJ different from A1. Then
A2 Ă IoS1 XK 1 and is disjoint from A1.
We can show that tgpA2q|g P pi1pMqu is a locally finite collection of
disjoint closed sets: Suppose that g1pA2q and g2pA2q intersect. Then
g´12 g1pS1q intersects So1 or So2 and hence we have g´12 g1pS1q „ R. This
implies that g´12 g1pSo1q Ă Λ1pRq. Since g´12 g1pSo2q Ă Λ1pRq also, we
have that g´12 g1pA2q is tangent to A2. Since they are both maxi-
mal totally geodesic hypersurfaces, we obtain g´12 g1pA2q “ A2. Hence
g1pA2q “ g2pA2q.
Suppose that a sequence tpi P gipA2q|i P Z`u converges to p P MJ
with gipA2q are mutually distinct. Consider a convex open ball Bppq Ă
MJ of p. Since gipA2q is a properly imbedded open hypersurface in MJ ,
gipS1q XBppq is one of components of Bppq ´ gipA2q, which are one or
two. Then since tgipA2qu are mutually disjoint, we obtain that
gipA2q XBppq Ă gjpSo1q XBppq or gjpA2q XBppq Ă gipSo1q XBppq
for a fixed i and infinitely many j. Thus, A2 X Bppq Ă g´1i gjpSo1q or
A2 X Bppq Ă g´1j gipSo1q. Then g´1i gjpS1q „ S1 or g´1j gipS1q „ S1 since
A2 Ă S1. If g´1i gjpA2q or g´1j gipA2qmeets So for any bihedral 3-crescent
S, S „ R, then A2 meets g´1i gjpSoq or g´1j gipSoq, but then A2 cannot
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be in bdΛ1pRq XMJ . This is a contradiction and tgipA2qu is a locally
finite collection.
We showed that
ŤtgpA2q|g P pi1pMqu is a closed set.
Therefore, A2 covers a compact closed 2-manifold B2 in M . Let Γ2
denote the group of deck transformations of A2 in ΓN . If gpA2q “ A2
and g P Γ2, then gpΛpRqq “ ΛpRq since both one-sided neighborhoods
of A2 are in S
o
1 and S
o
2 . Since A2 has a one-sided neighborhood S1,
we obtain gpS1qo X S2 ‰ H. Recall that devJ |ΛpRq is a map into
a 3-hemisphere H with δ8ΛpRq going into BH. Since devJ |δ8ΛpRq
immerses to BH for the 3-hemisphere, and gpS1q X So1 ‰ H, we obtain
gpS1q “ S1 by Theorem 5.4 in [14] and hence gpIoS1q “ IoS1 for the affine
space IoS1 and g P Γ2. Thus, B2 has an affine structure.
The classification of affine 2-manifolds (see [8]) and that A2 is in
IoS1 X K 1 with a properly convex set devJpK 1q Ă K imply that A2 is
a properly convex triangle, and ClpA2q has a vertex x P IoS1 . Hence Γ2
fixes x and acts properly discontinuously and cocompactly on A2. We
may assume that Γ2 is abelian by taking a finite index cover.
r (A  )
A
A
y
g (x’)
r (g (x’))
r (y)1
1
1
i
i
2
1
2
Figure 1. The action of r1 and the action of Γ2.
We obtain A12 :“ r1pA2q in IoS1 by sending by an order two affine
transformation r1 of I
o
S1
fixing x. r1 is not necessarily in the deck
transformation group but equals ´I on the affine space IoS1 for an affine
coordinate system. For an interior of an edge E of the triangle A2,
there exists a sequence gipx1q Ñ y P Eo for x1 P A2 for mutually
distinct gi P Γ2 from the properties of the action of a cocompact linear
group acting on a proper cone. Here, r1gi “ gir1|IoS1 since Γ2 is abelian
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and fixes x. Then gipr1px1qq Ñ r1pyq P r1pEqo. Since K is properly
convex and IoS1 XK 1 Ă ClpA2q, we obtain r1pyq P r1pEqo Ă IoS1 XMJ .
We can choose x1 and y (far from x ) so that r1pyq P A1 Ă MJ . Since
r1pyq P A1 Ă MJ , the fact that gipr1px1qq Ñ r1pyq contradicts the
proper discontinuity of the action of the deck transformation group.
Hence, we conclude that A1 is the only component of IS1 XMJ and
IS2 XMJ . (See Figure 1.)
As above for A2, we can show that A1 covers a compact affine man-
ifold in M . By the classification of the affine 2-manifolds, A1 is either
IoS1 or I
o
S1
´ txu, x P IoS1 . In the first case, we can find another bihe-
dral 3-crescent R4 different from S1 and S2 where R4 can be chosen
so that devJpR4q contains any given large compact subsets K2, given
any K2 Ă K, and R4 „ R. Hence devJpΛ1pRq XMJq “ Ho. Hence,
MJ is projectively isomorphic to the complete affine space. Thus, MJ
is diffeomorphic to R3, a contradiction to the assumption.
Now suppose that A1 “ IoS1´txu. Then So1YA1YSo2 is homeomorphic
to S2ˆR and MJ “ So1YA1YSo2 since ClpαS1qYClpαS2q ĂMh,8. Thus,
M is finitely covered S2 ˆ S1 by Lemma 3.4. Corollary 4.4 implies the
result. 
(ii) In this case, Ko is a nonempty properly convex open domain
and bdΛpRq XMh maps into bdK: Otherwise, we have dimK ď n´ 1
and K is a subset of a hypersphere V , and we obtain a pair as in (i):
Then the two components of Ho´V lifts to cells in ΛpRqo by equation
(3.1). The closures of two cells in ΛpRq are bihedral crescents again by
equation (3.1). The two crescents are opposite.
Here, bdΛ1pRqXMJ “ bdΛpRqXMJ because of the nonexistence of
the pair as in the condition of (i): We can verify this for each x in MJ
by taking a convex open ball Bpxq ĂMJ containing x and considering
bdΛ1pRq XBpxq and bdΛpRq XBpxq and comparing.
Since devJ |Λ1pRq is a homeomorphism ontoH´K by equation (3.1),
and we are in case (ii), for any two bihedral 3-crescents S1, S2 „ R,
either devJpSo1 X IoS1q and devJpSo2 Y IoS2q are disjoint or S1 and S2
overlap. By Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 3.9 of [14], devJ |R1 YR2 is
an imbedding for any two bihedral 3-crescents R1, R2 „ R since they
overlap or are disjoint by equation (3.1).
(a) The first step is to show that devJ |ΛpRq : ΛpRq Ñ H is injective:
LetK 1 denote the inverse image of bdK in bdΛ1pRq under pdevJ |ΛpRqq´1
as above.
Suppose that a component A of bdΛpRqXMJ is a sphere. We know
that A maps to a convex surface in M ´N o under the covering map. If
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A is totally geodesic, then A is tangent to a crescent S in ΛpRq. Hence,
A is a subset of IS XMJ , each component of which is not compact.
This is a contradiction and hence, there exists a point y where A
is convex but not totally geodesic as a boundary point of MJ ´ ΛpRq.
Then we can make ΛpRq slightly bigger by considering the convex point
y and perturbing a bihedral 3-crescent S, S „ R, to one S 1 with
αS “ αS1 and IoS Ă S 1o.
This is a contradiction. This show that a component of a concave affine
manifold is not homeomorphic to a sphere or a real projective plane.
We show that K is not a bounded subset of an affine space Ho:
Suppose not. Then devJ |Λ1pRq is a homeomorphism to H ´K as we
recall equation (3.1). Then there exists a componentA1 of bdΛpRqXMJ
covering a closed surface B1. By Lemma 3.3, this is a contradiction as
hJ |ΓN is injective by equation (3.1). Thus, K X BH is a nonempty
compact convex set.
If each component of bdΛpRq XMJ is simply connected, then BN
is incompressible in N and we are done. Suppose that a component
A1 of bdΛpRq XMJ is not simply connected. Then again there exists
a simple closed curve c1 Ă A1 so that devpc1q bounding a disk D1 in
bdK. Let Γ1 be the subgroup of ΓN acting on A1 cocompactly. There
exists an element g P Γ1 such that gpc1q Ă D1 X A1 as in Section 3.1.
We find an open disk D11 in Λ1pRq that is compactified by boundary
c1. Then D
1
1 bounds a 3-dimensional domain B1 in Λ1pRq Y A1 where
Bo1 is a cell, and gpB1q Ă Bo1 disjoint from D11. (We use here the fact
that D11 is compact and ΓN acts properly discontinuously.) Since D11
is separating in Λ1pRq Y A1, gipB1q is a subset of Bo1 for every i ą 0.
Thus, we can find a fixed point x in K 1 of g P Γ1 by the Brouwer fixed
point theorem, devJpxq is the largest norm eigenvalue fixed point of
an affine transformation hJpgq since otherwise gipB1q cannot be inside
Bo1 for some large i.
Let Kx Ă S2x denote the subspace of directions of the segments with
endpoints in devJpxq and in Ko. Obviously, Kx is a convex open do-
main in an open half-space of S2x. Our hJpgq acting on Kx and S2x
has a k-invariant great circle S1 outside Kx. Let P be a 2-hemisphere,
devJpxq P P , containing the segments from devJpxq in directions in
S1. We find a bihedral 3-crescent RP Ă ΛpRq with x P IRP and
devJpIRP q “ P and g acts on a 2-hemisphere IRP Ă ΛpRq at x corre-
sponding to S1.
Let xj, j “ 1, 2 be points of ΛpRq. Let R1, R2 „ R be two bihedral
3-crescents where xj P Rj, j “ 1, 2. We may assume that Rj meets
bdΛ1pRq XMJ by taking the maximal bihedral 3-crescent containing
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Rj, j “ 1, 2. Then gipRjqmeets a neighborhood of x in bdΛ1pRq for suf-
ficiently large i by equation (3.1). Since devJpΛ1pRqq is a complement
H´K, we obtain devJpgipR1qq and devJpgipR2qq meets transversally.
Thus, gipR1qo X gipR2q ‰ H by equation (3.1). Hence, Ro1 X Ro2 ‰ H.
By Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 3.9 of [14], devJ |R1YR2 is injective.
Hence, if devJpx1q “ devJpx2q, then x1 “ x2. Therefore, devJ |ΛpRq
is injective.
(b) The next step is to show that bdΛpRqXMJ has a unique compo-
nent: Since devJ |ΛpRqXMh is injective, the restriction of an immersion
devJ |K 1 X bdΛpRq XMh is a homeomorphism to its image Y in bdK.
The set Y is an open surface. Then Y {hJpΓNq is a union of closed
surfaces. Let Y1 be the image of A1. Y1{hJpΓ1q is a connected closed
surface homeomorphic to A1{Γ1.
Since devJpxq is a unique attracting fixed point of hJpgq in H,
hJpgqipc1q goes into an arbitrary neighborhood of devJpxq in bdK for
sufficiently large i. hJpgqipc1q goes into an arbitrary regular neighbor-
hood of bdK X bdH in bdK for sufficiently small negative number i.
Using i and ´i for large i, hJpgqipc1q and hJpgq´ipc1q bound a compact
annulus in bdKXHo. If there is any other component Y˜j of Y Ă bdK,
then it lies in one of the annulus, a bounded subset of Ho, and Y˜j covers
a compact surface Yj for some j. By Lemma 3.3, this is a contradiction.
Thus, we obtain that pbdK ´ txuq XHo “ devJpA1q.
Now, ΓN acts on A1 faithfully, properly discontinuously, and freely
on an annulus A1 and fixing the two ends of A1. This implies that ΓN
is virtually infinite-cyclic. The existence of g implies that the hJpΓNq
fixes the unique point devJpxq corresponding to one of the end.
(c) The last step is to show RP has the desired property for Lemma
3.9. Since
(3.2) K 1 ´ txu ´ pdevJ |ΛpRqq´1pBHq “ A1 Ă NJ ,
from the fact that devJ |ΛpRq is injective, we have that IoRP ´txu Ă NJ
for our bihedral 3-crescent RP above. There is an element g P ΓN acting
on RoP Y IoRP ´ txu. By Lemma 3.9, N contains a toral pi-submanifold.
Since ΓN acts on the annulus A1 properly and freely, ΓN is virtually
infinite-cyclic.
(B) Now suppose that ΛpRq contains no triple of mutually overlap-
ping bihedral 3-crescents with I-parts in general position. By induction
on overlapping pairs of bihedral 3-crescents, we obtain that devJpISq
for a bihedral 3-crescent S „ R share a common point q P BH and
hence its antipode q´ P BH. Then ΛpRq is a union of segments whose
developing images end at q, q´. The interior of such segments in ΛpRq
is called a q-complete line. bdΛpRq XMJ is foliated by subsets of such
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lines. If each component of bdΛpRq XMJ is simply connected, we are
done.
Note that the space of lines in Λ1pRq XMJ whose developing image
go from q to ´q is a surface SR with an affine structure. Let S2q denote
the space of directions of lines from q. Let S2q have a standard Rie-
mannian metric of curvature 1. The developing map devJ induces an
immersion devJ,q : SR Ñ S2q. SR develops into a 2-hemisphere Hq in
it whose interior Hoq is identifiable with an affine 2-space. The Kuiper
completion SˇR has a concave boundary subset c
2 containing the im-
ages of bdΛpRq XMJ and a geodesic boundary subset corresponding
to δ8ΛpRq and mapping to BHq.
Let us consider NJ “ ΛpRqXMh and we will use the restricted path-
metric and complete it to obtain NˇJ . R has a bihedral 3-crescent R
1
isometric to it in NˇJ under the distance nonincreasing map NˇJ Ñ Mˇh.
Let us denote by ΛpR1q :“ ŤS„R1 S and define δ8ΛpR1q :“ ŤS„R1 αS.
Note ΛpR1q maps injectively onto ΛpRq. Let A1 be the component of
bdΛpRqXMJ containing c. We will use the same notation devJ for the
extension of devJ to NˇJ . We define A1` to be the union of p-complete
open lines each of which is in some 3-crescent R2 for R2 „ R1 in NˇJ
and is extended from open lines in A1. We have A1` Ă NˇJ .
We claim that A1` is homeomorphic to the image of a topologically
open surface: Suppose that l meets IR1 for R1 „ R1 and devJplq is
transversal to a component of devJpIR1q. Then l ends in a point of
αR1 , and ΛpR1q being a union of lines from p to p´ has to be a 3-
hemisphere H and NJ “ Ho and NJ is a hemispherical 3-crescent.
This is a contradiction to our assumption (II). Hence devJplq is always
tangent to devJpIR1q if l meets R1.
Recalling the surface SR above, we have a fibration Λ1pRq XMJ Ñ
SR. The fibration map extends to a map A1` going to an ideal bound-
ary c2 in SˇR of SR. c2 is locally a convex arc as we can see from the
developing image of SR in S2q since q-complete lines passes bdΛpRqXMJ .
Suppose that two leaves l1 and l2 of A1` goes to the same point of
an open arc α in c2 where devJ,q|α is an imbedding. Since l1 and l2
are fibers, there is a point rls in SR of d-distance ă  from the images
rl1s, rl2s of these lines in SˇR. Inside Λ1pRq, there exists paths of d-
length ă  from l1 and l2 to any point of a common line l in Λ1pRq
corresponding to rls by spherical geometry. Taking  Ñ 0 and l closer
to li, we obtain l1 “ l2. Hence, we showed that A1` fibers over c2
locally.
This implies that A1` the image of an open surface locally. (However,
globally it might be only injective image of an open surface.) We give
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a new topology on A1` by giving a basis of A1` as components of the
inverse images of open sets in MˇJ . Then A1` is homeomorphic to a
surface.
(i) Suppose that A1 contains a simple closed curve c not homotopic
to a point in A1. Suppose that c bounds a disk D in A1`.
Then we can use similar argument to the above: First, there exists
g P Γ1 so that gpcq is in DXA1 where Γ1 is the subgroup of ΓN acting on
A1. Hence g fixes a point in D
o. Define A1 :“ ŤiPZ gipDq Ă A1` where
gipDq is imbedded and g´ipDq Ă g´jpDq for j ą i ě 0. Note that
devJ |gipDq is injective as we can show from hJpgqi ˝ devJ |D. SinceŤ
iPbZ` g
´ipDq contains this set A1, and the set A1 is exhausted by sets
where devJ is injective, devJ |A1 is an injective map into Ho.
Since g acts with the attracting fixed point x, devJ |A1 is a proper
map into Ho. Thus, A1 is a component of A1` also because of this.
Recall that devJpg´ipcqq “ hJpgq´ipdevJpcqq must leave all compact
subsets of Ho eventually and gipcq Ñ txu geometrically as i Ñ 8. As
above, we show using Lemma 3.3 that
(3.3) A1 ´ txu “ A1 ĂMJ
by using c and its image gipcq and g´ipcq in A1 bounding an annulus.
As in (ii), we take a g-invariant 2-hemisphere at x whose interior is
disjoint from A1 and we obtain a bihedral 3-crescent T with g P ΓN
acting on T o Y IoT ´ txu.
Since any bihedral 3-crescent S, S „ R, meeting A1 can be moved
by gi to a bihedral 3-crescent gipSq meeting D and passing a point
arbitrarily close to x. Thus, T and gipSq meet transversally as D is
an open locally convex surface containing x (See [14]). gipSq meets
αT . Now, S meets T
o since g acts on αT . Hence, devJ |S Y T is an
imbedding to its image, and hence is injective. For any two bihedral
3-crescents S1 and S2, S1, S2 „ R, we have a sufficiently large i so that
gipS1q and gipS2q are in -neighborhoods of each other with respect to
the standard metric of S3. Then gipS1q overlaps with gipS2q and thus
S1 overlaps with S2. By Theorem 5.4 and Proposition 3.9 of [14], we
obtain that devJ : S1 Y S2 Y T is injective. Let Λ1 denote the union of
crescents S, S „ R, meeting A1. Since devJ |A1 is a proper imbedding
to Ho, we obtain that devJ |Λ1 is injective by the above.
Since A1 is closed, Λ1 is closed as we can deduce from the fact that
the image devJpΛ1q is bounded by devJpA1q. If Λ1 is a proper subset
of ΛpRq, then so is Λ1XMJ in ΛpRq XMJ by a density argument. But
by geometry bdΛ1 XMJ Ă A1 Ă bdΛpRq XMJ . Thus, Λ1 “ ΛpRq.
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We obtain that devJ |ΛpRq is injective. Thus, we obtain
(3.4) A1 ´ txu “ bdΛpRq XMJ ĂMJ .
ΓN is again virtually infinite-cyclic since it acts on an annulus A
1´txu
faithfully, properly discontinuously and freely and preserving two ends
of A1 ´ txu. We choose g-invariant crescent S with IS meeting x as
above in (A)(ii)(a). By Lemma 3.9, we obtain a toral pi-submanifold
from above bihedral 3-crescent T .
(ii) Suppose that c does not bound a disk in A1`. Then the open
surface A1` contains an annulus A containing c that is foliated by
complete affine lines. Here, c is an essential simple closed curve. A1
covers a compact submanifold in M . Let Γ1 denote the group of deck
transformations acting on A1. There exists an infinite-order element
g P Γ1 sending c into a component of A1 ´ c. Also, gipcq goes into an
end neighborhood of A1 as iÑ 8 since A1{Γ1 is a closed surface.
Recall a surface SR the space of lines in ΛpRq XMJ . In our case,
the Kuiper completion SˇR has a simple closed boundary c
3 that is the
image of c. Recall that devJ,q sends SˇR to 2-hemisphere Hq where H
o
q
is an affine subspace.
Since hJpgqi acts on a nontrivial closed curve devJ,qpc3q bounded in
an affine space Hoq of S2q, hJpgqi acts as an isometry on S2q with respect to
a standard metric up to a choice of coordinates on S2q. (i.e., the action
of hJpgq is conjugate to that of an orthogonal element with respect to a
coordinate of S2q.) Let Lpgq denote the linear part of hJpgq considered
as an affine transformation of the affine space Ho. We obtain
hJpgq “
ˆ
Lpgq vpgq
0 1
˙
where vpgq is a 3-vector. By the classification of elements of SL˘p4,Rq,
‚ Lpgq decomposes into a nontrivial orthogonal element in the
complementary direction to a line ending at q and q´; or
‚ Lpgq is identity in S2q and g is a translation in the direction of
q.
Thus, vpgq is in the direction of q in Ho. Therefore, either gipcq either
converges to a closed curve in the interior of A1` or leaves all compact
subsets.
Suppose that gipcq geometrically converges to a compact closed curve
in bdA1 in the interior of A1`. Then the limit of devJpgipcqq must be
on a totally geodesic subspace P by the classification of elements of
SL˘p4,Rq. Then g does not act properly discontinuously on the inverse
image of P in Λ1pRqXMh since gi is represented as uniformly bounded
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matrices on the projective space containing P for every i. This is a
contradiction since g is of infinite order.
Since gppq “ p, hJpgq restricts to an affine transformation in Ho
acting on the set of a parallel collection of lines. hJpgq acts as a rigid
translation on Ho with respect to a Euclidean metric as we can see from
the 3ˆ3-matrix of Lpgq decomposed into an orthogonal 2ˆ2-submatrix
and the third diagonal element equal to 1.
Let L be an annulus bounded by c and gpcq in A1`. There exists
an open neighborhood of L in MJ , and
Ť
iPZ g
ipLq Ă MJ covers A1`.
Hence, we show using Lemma 3.3 that A1` “ A1 Ă MJ . Then Mh
contains a bihedral 3-crescent S properly containing one of the lines in
A1 in the interior S
o using this open set and geometry of the action of
g. This contradicts the maximality of ΛpRq, which is a contradiction
to how we defined ΛpRq in equation (2.1). 
3.3. Toral pi-submanifolds.
Lemma 3.8. A toral pi-submanifold N of type I is homeomorphic to
a solid torus or solid Klein-bottle and is a concave affine manifold of
type I.
Proof. N is covered by Ho Y IoH ´ txu for a hemispherical crescent H
and x P IH and hence is a concave affine manifold of type I.
Since the deck transformation group acts on the annulus IoH ´ txu
properly discontinuously and freely, the group is isomorphic to a vir-
tually infinite-cyclic group. By the classification of compact Haken
3-manifolds with nonempty boundary, it follows easily that a toral pi-
submanifold is homeomorphic to a solid torus or a solid Klein bottle.
(Basically, we find a compressing disk using Dehn’s lemma for null-
homotopic curves in the boundary and obtain the result.) 
Lemma 3.9. Let N be a concave affine manifold of type II. We suppose
that
‚ The Kuiper completion NˇJ of some cover NJ of the holonomy
cover of N contains a bihedral 3-crescent S where a deck trans-
formation g acts on on SoYIoS´txu Ă NJ , fixing a point x P IoS
as an attracting fixed point.
‚ The deck transformation group of N is virtually infinite-cyclic.
‚ devJ : ΛpSq X NJ Ñ H ´ Ko is an imbedding to its image
containing H ´ K for a compact convex domain K in the 3-
hemisphere H with Ko Ă Ho, Ko ‰ H.
Then N contains a unique toral pi-submanifold, and the interior of
every bihedral 3-crescent in NˇJ meets the inverse image of the toral
pi-submanifold in NJ .
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Proof. By definition, NJ Ă ΛpSq for a bihedral 3-crescent S. Let ΓJ de-
note the group of deck transformation acting onNJ so thatN “ NJ{ΓJ .
We have a bihedral 3-crescent R in NˇJ so that a deck transformation g
acts on Ro Y IoR ´ txu Ă NJ . We call such a bihedral 3-crescent a toral
bihedral 3-crescent.
Since IR´txu is homeomorphic to an annulus, ΓJ is virtually infinite-
cyclic.
Two bihedral bihedral 3-crescents R1 and R2 are not opposite since
Ko ‰ H holds. Let R1 and R2 be two toral bihedral 3-crescents „ S.
Let R1i denote Roi Y IoRi ´ txiu for a fixed point xi of the action of an
infinite order generating deck transformation gi acting on Ri so that
R1i{xgiy is homeomorphic to a solid torus. Let Fi, i “ 1, 2, denote the
compact fundamental domain of R1i. Then the set
Gi :“ tg P ΓJ |gpFiq X Fi ‰ Hu, i “ 1, 2,
is finite. We can take a finite index normal subgroup Γ1 of the virtually
infinite-cyclic group ΓJ so that Γ
1XGi :“ teu for both i. Then in NJ{Γ1,
a cover of the compact submanifold R1i{xgiy imbeds. Thus, there is some
cover N1 of N so that these lift to embedded submanifolds.
We denote them by T1 and T2. We may assume that Ti “ R1i{xgiy.
xi is the fixed point of Ri and gi acts on R
1
i.
Suppose that they overlap. Then R1XR2 is a component of R1´IR2
by Theorem 5.4 of [14]. Considering T1XT2 that must be a solid torus
not homotopic to a point in each Ti, we obtain that a nonzero power
of g1 and a nonzero power of g2 are homotopic. Therefore, x1 “ x2 and
gi fixes the point x1 “ x2.
We say that two toral bihedral 3-crescents R1 and R2 are equivalent
if they overlap in a cover of a solid torus in NJ . This generates an
equivalence class of solid pi-tori. We write R1 – R2.
Since gi are all in an infinite-cyclic group, x “ xi for every fixed
point xi of a toral bihedral 3-crescent Ri, Ri – S 1. x is fixed by gi for
all i. Let S 1 be a toral bihedral 3-crescent in NˇJ . We define
ΛˆpS 1q :“
ď
R1–S1
R1, δ8ΛˆpSq :“
ď
R1–S1
αR1 .
Let T be any bihedral 3-crescent in NˇJ where g acts with x as an
attracting fixed point. Then T ´ ClpαT q ´ txu Ă NJ as before by
equations (3.2) and (3.4). From this, and considering any sequence
pi P ΛˆpS 1q X NJ , we can deduce that ΛˆpS 1q X NJ is a closed subset.
(This follows as in Lemma 9.2 of [14].)
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Since we have no two-faced submanifolds, we see that if ΛˆpS 1q X
gpΛˆpS 1qq ‰ H, then either
ΛˆpS 1q “ gpΛˆpS 1qq or ΛˆpS 1q X gpΛˆpS 1qq XNJ “ H for g P ΓJ .
(This follows as in Lemma 7.2 of [14].) We can also show that the
collection
tgpΛˆpS 1q XNJq|g P ΓJu
is locally finite in NJ as we did for ΛpS 1q XMh in Chapter 9 of [14].
Thus, ΛˆpS 1q X NJ covers a compact submanifold P in N . Since the
holonomy group fixes x, P is a radiant affine 3-manifold.
We assumed that devJ |ΛpSqXNJ is an injective into the complement
of a convex domain in H. Thus devJpΛˆpR1qXNJq is a complement of a
domain K 1 in H where K 1 Ą K and the closure of K 1 is convex. Given
any bihedral 3-crescent R1 in ΛpSq, suppose that the open 3-bihedron
devJpRo1q does not meet devJpΛˆpR1qq. Then devJpαR1q and devJpαT q
for a toral bihedral 3-crescent T , T – R1, has to be 2-hemispheres
antipodal to each other. Let gT denote the deck transformation acting
on T o Y IoT ´ txu for an attracting fixed point x of gT . Then giT pR1q Ă
gjT pR1q for i ă j by Proposition 3.9 of [14] since their images overlap
and the image of the latter set contains the former one and devJ |NJ is
injective. Hence,
Ť
iPN g
i
T pR1q contains R1 and its closure R1 is another
toral bihedral 3-crescent since gT acts on it and by equations (3.2) and
(3.4). Then T and R1 are opposite. This is a contradiction since then K
has to have an empty interior. We assumed otherwise in the premise.
Since ΛˆpR1q is a union of segments from x to
δ8ΛˆpR1q :“ δ8ΛpSq X ΛˆpR1q,
we have bdΛˆpR1q X NJ is on a union L of such segments from x to
Clpδ8ΛˆpR1qq passing the set. The open line segments are all in Nh
as they are in toral bihedral 3-crescents. Since ΛˆpR1q is canonically
defined, the virtually infinite-cyclic group ΓJ acts on the set. Also,
ΛˆpR1q X NJ is connected since we can apply the above paragraph to
3-crescents in ΛˆpR1q also. This shows that ΛˆpR1q X NJ covers a toral
pi-submanifold by following Lemma 3.10.

Lemma 3.10. Let R1 denote a toral bihedral 3-crescent. Assume as
in Lemma 3.9. Then ΛˆpR1q XMJ covers a toral pi-submanifold, home-
omorphic to a solid-torus or a solid Klein bottle. The fundamental
group is infinite-cyclic. Also, for a generator g of the fundamental
group, | dethJpgq| ‰ 1 in an affine space A determined by δ8ΛˆpRq.
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Proof. The interior of ΛˆpR1q XMJ is a union of open segments from
x to an open surface δ8ΛˆpR1q. The surface cannot be a sphere or a
real projective plane as a toral pi-submanifold has boundary. Since
δ8ΛˆpR1q is the complement of BH of a compact convex set, it is thus
homomorphic to a 2-cell. Therefore, the interior of ΛˆpR1q X MJ is
homeomorphic to a 3-cell.
SinceN has the virtually infinite-cyclic fundamental holonomy group,
ΛˆpR1q XMJ covers a submanifold in N , we obtain that the holonomy
group image of the deck transformation group acting on ΛˆpR1q XMJ
is virtually infinite-cyclic. Since the holonomy homomorphism is injec-
tive, the deck transformation group acting on ΛˆpR1q XMJ is virtually
infinite-cyclic.
Since a toral pi-submanifold is covered by a cell, and has a homo-
topy group that is a virtually infinite-cyclic group, it is covered by a
solid torus. As in the proof of Lemma 3.8, a toral pi-submanifold is
homeomorphic to a solid torus or a solid Klein bottle.
The fundamental domain can be chosen to be a disk times an inter-
val. Since for a generator g of the fundamental group gn acts sending
the boundary disks to one arbitrarily close to its fixed point in A for
sufficiently large |n|. Hence, | dethJpgq| ‰ 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Given a compact real projective 3-manifold M
with empty or convex boundary, if M has a compressible two-faced
totally geodesic submanifold component, then M is finitely covered by
S2 ˆ S1 by Theorem 3.1. Corollary 4.4 shows that M is covered by an
affine Hopf manifold finitely.
Now suppose that M is not finitely covered by S2ˆS1. We split along
all two-faced totally geodesic submanifold now to obtain M s. Theorem
3.2 implies the result. 
3.4. Toral pi-submanifolds and the decomposition.
Theorem 3.11. Suppose that a compact real projective 3-manifold M
with empty or convex boundary. Suppose that the universal cover M˜
is not projectively diffeomorphic to an open 3-hemisphere or an open
3-bihedron. Suppose that M has no two-faced submanifold and M has
no concave affine manifold with incompressible boundary. Then one of
the following holds :
‚ M is finitely covered by S2 ˆ S1 or
‚ Each concave affine submanifold in M with compressible bound-
ary contains a unique toral pi-submanifold T where T has a
compressible boundary with the following property
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– There are finitely many disjoint ones T1, . . . , Tm obtained
by taking one from concave affine submanifolds in M with
compressible boundary.
– Each Ti is homeomorphic to a solid torus or a solid Klein
bottle. Hence, pi1pTlq is infinite-cyclic.
– M ´Ťmi“1 T oi is 2-convex and hence is irreducible.
Proof. If M is 2-convex, then M is irreducible by [16].
If M is not 2-convex, then M contains a concave affine submanifold
N . Suppose that a component of BN is compressible in N . By Theorem
3.2, N contains toral pi-submanifolds.
If N is a concave affine manifold with a compressible boundary into
N , then its universal cover is in a hemispherical 3-crescent and N is
homeomorphic to a solid torus and is a toral pi-submanifold by Lemma
3.8.
Now we consider when N is a concave affine manifold arising from
bihedral 3-crescents in MˇJ . We obtain toral pi-submanifold in N by
Lemma 3.9. They do not overlap since they are defined by equivalence
classes of toral bihedral 3-crescents. These are disjoint from each other
since there are no two-faced submanifolds.
The interior of a toral pi-submanifold of type I does not meet the
interior of one of type II by Proposition 2.2.
Let MJ , J Ă Kh, denote a regular cover of the holonomy cover Mh
of M and MˇJ denote the Kuiper completion. Suppose that a toral
pi-submanifold P of type I meets a toral pi-submanifold P 1 of type II in
the boundary. Then MˇJ will contain a hemispheric 3-crescent H and
a bihedral 3-crescent R so that H X R XMJ is a common component
of IH XMJ and IR XMJ . Since H XMJ covers a toral pi-submanifold
of type I, we obtain H X R XMJ “ IoR ´ txu, x P IoR. Thus, we obtain
HYR “ MˇJ . And MJ is homeomorphic to S2ˆR. Thus, M is finitely
covered by S2ˆS1 by Lemma 3.4. Corollary 4.4 implies that this cannot
happen.
Now a toral pi-submanifold P of type I is disjoint from a toral pi-
submanifold P 1 of type II. From M we remove the union of the interiors
of submanifolds in the maximal collections of compressible concave
manifolds P1, . . . , Pn. Then M ´Ťni“1 P oi has a convex boundary as Pi
has concave boundary.
We claim that this manifold M ´Ťni“1 P oi is 2-convex. Suppose not.
Then by Theorem 1.1 of [14], we obtain again a 3-crescent R1 in the
Kuiper completion of MJ´p´1pŤni“1 P oi q. The set maps to MˇJ , and the
image of R1 is a 3-crescent by Proposition 2.3. The image 3-crescent
R2 of R1 has the interior disjoint from ones we already considered . But
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Theorem 3.2 shows that R2o must meet the inverse image p´1pŤni“1 P oi q,
which is a contradiction.
By Theorem 0.1 of [16] and the 2-convexity, MJ ´ p´1pŤni“1 P oi q is
irreducible. Lemma 3.10 shows that each Pi is homeomorphic to a solid
torus or a solid Klein bottle.

We sharpen Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.12. Let N be a concave affine 3-manifold in a compact
real projective 3-manifold M . Assume that M has no two-faced sub-
manifold. Suppose that the universal cover M˜ is not projectively dif-
feomorphic to an open 3-hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron. Then N is
irreducible or M is finitely covered by an affine Hopf manifold.
Proof. Let NJ denote a component of the inverse image of N in MJ .
Suppose that N is a concave affine manifold of type I. If BN is
incompressible in N , then NJ is a union of an open 3-hemisphere H
o
with simply connected disks in BH. Hence, NJ is irreducible.
Suppose that BN is compressible. Then we showed in the proof of
Theorem 3.2 that NJ equals H
o Y IoH ´ txu for a point x P IoH for a
3-hemisphere H and IH a 2-hemisphere in BH as in the proof of part
(I) of Theorem 3.2. Clearly, this is an irreducible manifold.
Suppose that N is a concave affine manifold of type II. We follow
the proof of Theorem 3.2.
Let R be a bihedral 3-crescent so that NJ Ă ΛpRq.
(A) Suppose that we have three mutually overlapping bihedral 3-
crescents R1, R2, and R3 with tIRi |i “ 1, 2, 3u in general posi-
tion.
We can have two possibilities:
(i) Suppose that there exist two opposite bihedral 3-crescents S1, S2 „
R.
(ii) There are no such bihedral 3-crescents.
In these cases, the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that (i) M is either
finitely covered by S2ˆS1 or (ii) there is an injective map devJ |Λ1pRq :
Λ1pRq Ñ H ´K for a compact convex domain K where K XBH ‰ H,
and ΛpRq XMJ “ ClpΛ1pRqq XMJ .
We now work with (ii) only. The beginning of the part (ii) of the
proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that there is no sphere boundary compo-
nent of ΛpRq XMJ .
Since IS1XMJ does not share components with IS2XMJ for S1, S2 „
R, for each convex open Bppq for p P MJ , a component of Bppq ´
bdΛpRq XMJ is in Λ1pRq XMJ and bdΛpRq X Bppq is an imbedded
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hypersurface in Bppq. Thus, any 2-sphere in ΛpRqXMJ can be isotopied
into Λ1pRq X MJ . Recall that we showed using Lemma 3.3 in the
beginning of (ii) in the proof of Theorem 3.2 that K cannot be bounded
in Ho. We have KXBH ‰ H. Since KXBH is a contractible compact
set, bdK XHo “ bdK ´K X BH is an open disk separating Ho ´K
with Ko. By the Van Kampen theorem, Ho ´K has trivial homotopy
groups in dimensions one and two. Thus, Λ1pRq XMJ is contractible
and f is null-homotopic. This is a contradiction.
Now we go to the case (B) in the proof of Theorem 3.2 where ΛpRq is
a union of the segments whose developing image end at the antipodal
pair q, q´. ΛpRq XNJ fibers over a surface S with fiber homeomorphic
to real lines. Hence, N is irreducible. 
4. Affine 3-manifolds
We begin the proof of Theorem 1.2. Now we consider a closed affine
3-manifold M . We will consider it as a real projective manifold and
define devJ , MJ , and MˇJ accordingly for a normal subgroup J Ă Kh
of pi1pMq. Now, we will be working with dev, M˜ and Mˇ .
Suppose that there exists an essential 2-sphere S2 with a map to M˜ .
By the Sphere theorem, we may assume that it is imbedded. (See [25].)
Let S denote the image. We assume that this is not null-homotopic,
and S2 imbeds to M˜ by a lifting f . Then fpS2q does not bound a
compact connected submanifold in M˜ : Otherwise, let N be a compact
connected 3-manifold whose boundary is fpS2q. Then N has to be
simply connected as M˜ is. Since there are no fake cells by the proof
of Poincare conjecture of Perelman, N is homeomorphic to a 3-ball.
Thus, f is not essential.
Suppose that M has a two-faced submanifold P of type I or II.
Suppose that it meets the sphere S. Suppose that M is not finitely
covered by an affine Hopf manifold. Assume that S is transversal to
P , and S X P is a disjoint union of simple curves. If the intersection
is inessential, i.e. each of the intersection curve bounds a disk in P ,
then we can isotopy S away from it since the interior of each concave
affine manifold is irreducible by Theorem 3.12 or M is finitely covered
by an affine Hopf manifold. If the intersection is essential, then P is
compressible as we can find a compressing disk in S by isotopies if
necessary. By Theorem 3.1, M is finitely covered by an affine Hopf
manifold. We are done in this case.
So we assume that S is disjoint from the pre-two-faced submanifolds.
Let M s be the affine 3-manifold obtained from splitting along the union
of the two-faced submanifolds in M . Then now M s has concave affine
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manifolds defined. If the boundary components of concave affine man-
ifolds are incompressible, then we can isotopy S away from these by
Theorem 3.12.
Let T be the union of all two-faced subsurfaces in M˜ . Let us take a
component of M˜ ´T for each component of M s in the Cauchy comple-
tion of M˜ ´ T with the path metric lifting the Riemannian one on M .
We denote it by M1. The Cauchy completion M˜
s of M1 is considered a
cover of M s, and it covers a holonomy cover of M s since the holonomy
group is trivial, There exists a developing map devs : M˜ s Ñ S3.
By Theorem 3.12, we may assume that S is in M s ´ Co for a union
C of concave affine manifolds whose every boundary component is in-
compressible. Let P1, . . . , Pm denote the toral pi-submanifolds of type
I or toral pi-submanifolds in concave affine manifolds of type II.
Consider the set
S :“ tf : S2 ÑM s|f lifts to an imbedding f˜ : S2 Ñ M˜ su.
Consider
Ťm
i“1 f˜
´1pp´1pPiqq. The components are planar surfaces, say
D1, . . . , Dq. We define the complexity to be q.
Since we can reduce the complexity by surgery, there is no boundary
component of Dj bounding a disk in p
´1pBPkq.
We lift S to a sphere S 1 in M˜ s. Let S2 ´Ťmj“1Doj have components
J1, . . . , Jl. We first show that Ji is not a disk for all i.
Suppose that Jj is a disk adjacent to a planar surface Dk. Let D
1
k be
a lift and P˜j be the component of the inverse image of Pj containing
D1k. Let g denote the generating deck transformation corresponding
to P˜j by Lemma 3.10. Let B1D1k denote the boundary component of
P 1k adjacent to Jj. Then BD1k and gpBDkq bound an annulus Aj in
bdP˜j XMh. Jj Y gpJjq YAj is a 2-sphere S 1 disjoint from P˜j. Then S 1
maps to an imbedded 2-sphere S2 meeting with Pj at least one time
less. If S 1 does not bound a compact connected 3-manifold M˜ s, then
we obtain an essential sphere with a strictly less complexity. This is a
contradiction.
Suppose that S 1 bounds a compact connected 3-manifold B1. A
small isotopied S 1 lifts to imbed in M˜ by taking M˜ s to collapse to
M˜ by identifying and hence B must be a 3-ball. Since B1D1k has a
trivial holonomy as closed curves on Jj has, and P˜j covers a solid
torus or a solid Klein bottle by Theorem 3.11 whose holonomy is not
trivial, B1D1k bounds a disk D2k in P˜j by Dehn’s Lemma. Since D2k Y
gpD2kqYAk Ă M˜ s bounds a 3-ball B also, there exists a submanifold N
homeomorphic to a sphere times an interval I in M s where gpS1q “ S2
for two boundary components S1 and S2 of N .
Ť
iPZ g
ipB Y B1q is
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an open and closed subset of M˜ s. (The openness follows since each
point has a neighborhood that is homeomorphic to an open 3-ball.
The closedness follows by the properness of the action of xgy.) Hence,
there is no splitting and M˜ s must equal M˜ and M itself is covered
by a bundle over a circle with fibers homeomorphic to a sphere. By
Theorem 4.3, M is finitely covered by S2 ˆ S1 since N Ă M and has
no loops with nontrivial holonomy. Therefore, we are finished in this
case.
From now on, we suppose that no component of J1, ..., Jl is a disk.
Suppose that a boundary component of Jk is in a boundary compo-
nent of Dj in f˜
´1pp´1pPlqq for some l. Dj is incompressible in p´1pPlq
since otherwise we can take a simple closed curve c and do a surgery
along a disk in p´1pPlq bounding c. We can obtain two 2-spheres Σ1 and
Σ2 in M˜ . One of this is essential since otherwise f is null-homotopic.
Thus, we can reduce the complexity. This is a contradiction.
Since Dj is incompressible, Dj is either an annulus or a disk. If Dj
is an annulus, we can homotopy f so that there is one less component
of f˜´1pp´1pŤnl“1 Plqq. This is a contradiction.
Since now every boundary component of Ji must bound a disk going
into Pl for some l. Hence, there can be only one component, say J1.
4.1. Trivial holonomy surfaces. Now, assume that M has no two-
faced submanifold to simplify discussions. Let J be a subgroup of the
kernel of h : pi1pMq Ñ SL˘p4,Rq, and J is assumed to be normal in
pi1pMq. Consider a regular covering MJ of M that covers the holo-
nomy cover. Let p denote the covering map to M and ΓJ the deck
transformation group isomorphic to pi1pMq{J . Now we will discuss an
immersion of a closed surface ιΣ : Σ Ñ M where pi1pΣq Ñ pi1pMq has
an image in J and Σ has a lifting ι˜Σ : Σ Ñ MJ that is an imbedding.
We also assume that ι´1Σ pPlq is a union of disks. Hence Σ´ι´1Σ p
Ťm
j“1 Pjq
is a connected surface. Σ is called a closed trivial holonomy surface.
Let P˜l,j denote each of the components of p
´1pP˜l,jq for j is some
index set Il. We order the set I “ tl, j|l “ 1, . . . ,m, j P Ilu. We order
I by the set of natural numbers N “ t1, 2, ¨ ¨ ¨ u.
Let Cl,j denote the number of components of ι˜ΣpΣq X P˜l,j. Then we
rename them Ci, i P N. The set tpCiqiPNu is ordered by a dictionary
order.
We say that a closed trivial holonomy surface Σ bounds if ι˜ΣpΣq “ BN
for a compact connected 3-manifold N in MJ .
Since these have trivial holonomy, ι˜ΣpΣq X BP˜l,j is a union of simple
closed curves parallel to each other. None of these bounds a disk in
BP˜l,j. Let P˜l,j be a component of p´1pPlq that meets the image of
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ι˜Σ. Given two adjacent c1 and c2 in ι˜ΣpΣq X BP˜l,j that are boundary
components of an annulus A Ă BP˜l,j, we do surgery on Σ. We take
two adjacent components of ΣX P˜l,j and remove the two disks D1 and
D2 bounded by ppciq in Σ in P˜l,j and add the annulus A to obtain
Σ1 :“ AY ιpΣq ´Do1 ´Do2. Now we isotopy Σ1 in a neighborhood of A
so that the result Σ2 is disjoint from P˜l,j in a neighborhood of A. We
call the result the surface obtained from Σ by surgery. Σ2 is the image
of a lift of a closed trivial holonomy surface. (The fact that it has an
imbedding as a lift is easy to see from the construction.)
Consider ι˜ΣpΣq Ă MJ . Let Cl,j ‰ 0. Let c1, c2, . . . , cCl,j denote
the collection of components of Bι˜ΣpΣq X P˜l,j where ci is adjacent to
ci`1. Then we do surgery for i “ 1, 3, . . . , Cl,j ´ 1 if Cl,j is even or
for i “ 1, 3, . . . , Cl,j ´ 2 if Cl,j is odd. (We do nothing if Cl,j “ 0, 1.
) We call this a complete surgery for P˜l,j. We will isotopy the result
away from P˜l,j by an -amount for sufficiently small  ą 0, to obtain a
strictly lower complexity.
For Σ, the complexity of Σ is the maximal complexity of ι˜ΣpΣq for a
choice of ι˜Σ determined up to ΓJ . We define
supppι˜ΣpΣqq :“ tpl, jq P I|ι˜ΣpΣq X P˜l,j ‰ Hu.
This is a finite set and depends on the choice of ι˜Σ.
Proposition 4.1. Let M be a compact affine 3-manifold with empty
or convex boundary. Suppose that the universal cover M˜ is not projec-
tively diffeomorphic to a convex open hemisphere or an open bihedron.
Assume M has no two-faced surface. Suppose that M is not finitely
covered by S2 ˆ S1. Let J Ă Kh be a normal subgroup of pi1pMq. Let
P1, . . . , Pm denote the toral pi-submanifolds of M . Let Σ be an imbedded
closed trivial holonomy surface in M
‚ not meeting any concave affine manifold with incompressible
boundary and
‚ with a lift ι : Σ ÑMJ that is an imbedding.
Then there exists an immersed closed trivial holonomy surface Σ3 with
the imbedding ι˜3Σ3 : Σ3 ÑMJ ´ p´1pP o1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y P omq
‚ not bounding a 3-manifold in MJ and
‚ with a strictly lower complexity than Σ where supppι3pΣ3qq Ă
supppιpΣqq.
Proof. Suppose that Cl,j is the first nonzero element in the complexity
for every choice of ι˜Σ. Suppose first that Cl,j is even and is maximal
for such choices. We do the complete surgery for P˜l,j. Then ι˜Σ2pΣ2q is
disjoint from P˜l,j and has a strictly lower complexity than Σ.
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Suppose that ι˜Σ2pΣ2q “ BN for a compact connected 3-manifold N .
Let D1, . . . , DCl,j denote the disks with boundary circles c1, . . . , cCl,j
that are components of ι˜ΣpΣq X P˜l,j. Then we know that Di and Di`1
bound a 3-ball Bi. We take a union N Y B1 Y B3 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y BCl,j´1 for
Bi for odd i. Then ι˜ΣpΣq bounds a compact connected 3-manifold in
MJ , a contradiction. Thus, ι˜Σ2pΣ2q does not bound a 3-manifold in
MJ ´ P˜l,j. We let Σ3 “ Σ2.
Suppose that Cl is odd. Then we obtain Σ
2 as above. Now ι˜Σ2pΣ2qX
P˜l,j is a disk D
1
1. Since Pl has the infinite-cyclic deck transformation
group, D11 and gpD11q bound a 3-ball for a generator g of the deck
transformation group. Let A1 denote the annulus in BPl,j bounded by
BD11 and BgpD11q.
Let D1 denote the disk in Σ
2 corresponding to D11. Now we take
Σ1 :“ Σ2 ´Do1.
The map ι˜Σ2 : pΣ1, BD1q Ñ pMJ ´ P ol,j, BPl,jq is two-sided surface
imbedding. If it is not incompressible, then we can do compressing
surgery to obtain an incompressible imbedding. (See Jaco [29]). Hence,
we may assume that Σ1 is incompressible without loss of generality.
Recall pi1pMJq “ J . By Lemma 3.10, | det g| ‰ 1 for type II case
or g has the norm of the determinant ‰ 1 in a subspace of dimension
2 (for type I case). Assume each of these is ą 1 by taking a power
of g if necessary. pi1pMJ{xgy is an extension of J by xgy. The deck
transformation g : MJ ÑMJ gives us an exact sequence
1 Ñ J Ñ pi1pMJ{xgyq Ñ C1 Ñ 1
where the infinite-cyclic group C1 given by a determinant function and
g corresponds to an automorphism of J . There is an isomorphism
C1 Ñ Z and using this we obtain a homomorphism kg : pi1pMJ{xgyq Ñ
Z with g corresponding to the generator of Z. This also induces a
homomorphism k1g : pi1ppMJ ´ P˜ ol,jq{xgyq Ñ Z. Hence, we obtain a map
fα : L :“ pMJ ´ P˜ ol,jq{xgy Ñ S1
corresponding to an element α P H1pLq. (See Lemma 1 of Thurston
[33].)
Consider the maps ι˜Σ2 |Σ1 and g ˝ ι˜Σ2 |Σ1 induced into L. Let us
denote it by iL.
By taking a neighborhood N1 of the union of the image of iL and
BL, and finding a Riemannian metric on MJ´ P˜l,j where BN1 is convex
and P˜l,j is totally geodesic. Let N˜1 denote the component of its inverse
image in MJ ´ P˜ ol,j containing BP˜l,j. We obtain by Lemma 2.1 of [24]
an imbedding i˜L : Σ1 Ñ N˜1 in the same homology class as ι˜Σ2 |Σ1
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in H2pMJ ´ P˜ ol,j, BP˜l,jq. The homology class is not trivial since the
homology pair B-homomorphism image in H1pBP˜l,jq is not trivial. We
may assume that Σ1 is connected by taking the component whose image
meets P˜l,j. Moreover, we can obtain iL so that g˝i˜L|Σ1 and i˜L|Σ1 do not
meet by Theorem 2.9 of [24]: By incompressibility, the surfaces meet
on closed curves bounding compact subsurfaces. Using the 3-manifolds
bounded by these, we can modify by cut-and-pastes and isotopying
to homologous surfaces that are disjoint. Thus, Theorem 2.9 of [24]
implies the result.
Let Σ3 “ i˜LpΣ1q. Now, we can lift Σ3 to Σ4 in MJ as pi1pΣ3q goes to
J . Σ4 has a normal direction along the action of g. Construct Σ5 :“
Σ4 Y A Y gpΣ4q, and We push Σ4 to Σ14 in the tubular neighborhood
of Σ4 along the normal direction and gpΣ4q to Σ6 in that of gpΣ4q in
the reverse of the normal direction so that gpΣ14q and Σ6 are disjoint
and pushed away from Σ4. By taking A
2 slightly smaller, we obtain a
closed surface Σ14 Y A2 Y Σ6 so that its image under g is disjoint from
it. Let Σ3 be a surface isotopied from this surface away from P˜l,j, and
let ι˜3 : Σ3 Ñ MJ be the inclusion map. Σ3 is disjoint from P˜l,j and
hence the complexity is strictly lower than Σ.
Suppose that Σ3 bounds a compact connected 3-manifold N in MJ´
P˜ ol,j. Then Σ6 bounds a compact 3-manifold N2 in MJ ´ P˜ ol,j. Then
MJ equals
Ť
iPZ g
ipN2 Y NpΣ1qq Y P˜l,j since the set is a closed and
open subset of MJ . (The openness again follows since each point has
a neighborhood that is homeomorphic to an open 3-ball.) MJ{xgy is
compact by our construction. Then MJ{xgy covers M finitely. This
means that the holonomy group of M is a finite extension of an infinite-
cycle group and is an affine transformation group. By Theorem 4.3, M
is finitely covered by S2 ˆ S1. This contradicts the hypothesis. Hence,
Σ3 does not bound a compact 3-manifold in MJ .
Now we do this for all P˜l,j for a given l. We call the final resulting
surface Σ3 and the lift ι˜3. 
4.2. The continuation of the proof of Theorem 1.2. As above
let M s denote the affine manifold obtained by splitting along the two-
faced submanifold of M . Let M˜ be the universal cover of M . Let M˜ s
denote the cover of M s obtained by splitting M˜ along pre-two-faced
sub manifolds and taking appropriate components.
By Theorem 3.12, we can isotopy the imbedded sphere S in M s
disjoint from concave affine manifolds with incompressible boundary.
By applying Proposition 4.1 to an imbedded sphere S in M 1 lifting to
an imbedding in M˜ s, by induction we either show that
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‚ there exists an immersed closed trivial holonomy surface Σ in
M whose lift does not bound a compact connected 3-manifold
in M˜ s disjoint from all P1, . . . , Pm, and concave affine manifolds
with incompressible boundary or
‚ M is finitely covered by S2 ˆ S1.
(We are here just working with one-lift of S and keep working with the
modifications of the lift. Notice that S has only finitely many com-
ponents that it meets. Now all changes to S will change within these
components. Hence, there can be only finitely many steps here.) In
the second case, we are done. In the first case, we obtain an imbedding
ι : Σ Ñ M˜ s disjoint from all of P˜l,j so that ιpΣq does not bound a
connected compact 3-manifold. Thus Σ is a closed trivial holonomy
surface in M s ´ P o1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y P om lifting to an imbedding to its cover
M˜ s ´ p´1pP o1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y P omq.
Now, M2 :“M s´P o1 Y¨ ¨ ¨YP om is a 2-convex affine 3-manifold with
convex boundary: M2 has convex boundary since each Pi is a union
of 3-crescents. Theorem 4.6 of [14] obviously generalizes to ones with
convex boundary. If M2 is not 2-convex, then the Kuiper completion
of M˜ s ´ p´1pP o1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y P omq contains a 3-crescent. The crescent maps
to a 3-crescent in Mˇ s by Proposition 2.3. The interior of the 3-crescent
is disjoint from p´1pP o1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y P omq. But we know that the interior of
every 3-crescent of the Kuiper completion of M˜ s meets one of p´1pPiq
by Lemma 3.9 as we constructed. (See [14].) This is a contradiction.
Since M2 is 2-convex, ιpΣq bounds a connected compact 3-manifold
by following Theorem 4.2. This contradicts the above paragraph. We
completed the proof of Theorem 1.2.
4.3. 2-convexity and closed trivial holonomy surfaces. For the
following theorem, there is no condition on BN except the 2-convexity
will force the boundary to be convex or totally geodesic or it can be
somewhat more general type than these.
Theorem 4.2. Let N be a compact 2-convex affine submanifold. Sup-
pose that the universal cover N˜ is not projectively diffeomorphic to an
open 3-hemisphere or an open 3-bihedron. N has no two-faced sub-
manifold and N has no concave affine manifold with boundary incom-
pressible into itself. Let S be an imbedded connected closed surface in a
regular cover NJ of N for J Ă Kh. Then S bounds a compact connected
3-manifold.
Proof. The cover NJ has a developing map dev
1 : NJ Ñ R3. Let x1 be
a coordinate function R3 Ñ R. We isotopy S in NJ so that x1 ˝dev1|S
is a Morse function by changing the first coordinate function of the
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imbedding of S. Let c1, . . . , cm denote the set of critical points in the
strictly decreasing order.
We define the hypersurface Lt :“ ty P NJ |px1 ˝ dev1qpyq “ tu that
is the level set at t P R. We denote by St :“ S X Lt. Note that each
component of Lt is a noncompact open surface. Define St,8 :“ tx P
S|x1 ˝ dev1pxq ě tu.
For sufficiently small  ą 0, Sc1´ is a boundary of a disjoint union
of discs in Lc1´. We call this Dc1´. We will show that for t ‰ ci
(Bptq): each St bounds a compact subsurface Dt Ă Lt.
(Mptq): There is a compact 3-manifold bounded by Dt Y St,8.
First, Bptq and Mptq hold for some t ą c2. We will show that Bptq and
Mptq hold for all t ‰ ci.
+ε
c i 
c i 
Figure 2. A
surgery for a
local minimum
point.
i
c 
c + ε 
i
Figure 3. A
surgery for a
local minimum
point.
By Theorem 4.1 in [16], we see that if Bptq and Mptq hold, then
Bpt1q and Mpt1q hold for
t1 P It :“ tt1|t1 ą ci for all ci satisfying ci ă tu.
(Note here Theorem 4.1 of [16] still applies for nonsimply connected
NJ since the argument there does not require this assumption.)
Assume that Bptq and Mptq hold for t ą ci. We will show that Bptq
and Mptq are true for t “ ci´  for sufficiently small  ą 0. ( is chosen
to be less than 1{2 mint|ci ´ ci`1||i “ 1, . . . ,mu.) ci can be a critical
value of index `1 or ´1.
Let x P S be a critical point of index `1 and a local minimum at ci.
Then there exists a closed curve ct Ă bdDt for ci ă t ă ci `  so that
tctu geometrically converges to txu as tÑ ci.
Suppose that Dt has a component D
1
t inwardly adjacent to ct for
ci ă t ă ci ` . Let D1ci be txu. Then we define D1t :“ H for t1 ă ci.
We take the union D2t of other components of Dt, and we isotopy by
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Theorem 4.1 in [16] to construct surfaces D2t2 for t2 P rci ´ , cis. We
define Dt2 :“ D1t2 YD2t2 . We define
(4.1) Mt1 :“
ď
tPrt1,ci`s
Dt YMci` for t1 P rci ´ , ci ` s.
(See Figure 2.)
Suppose that Dt has an outwardly adjacent component of ct for ci ă
t ă ci ` . Then we fill in the inside disk D1t in Lt bounded by ct and
isotopy the result D2t :“ Dt YD1t, ci ă t ă ci `  to the surface D2t1 in
Lt1 for ci ´  ă t1 ď ci using Theorem 4.1 in [16]. We define
Dt1 :“ D2t1 ´D1ot1 for t1 P pci, ci ` s
and define Dt1 :“ D2t1 for t1 P rci ´ , cis. Also, we define Mpt1q as in
equation (4.1). (See Figure 3.)
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Figure 4. A
surgery for local
maximum point.
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Figure 5. A
surgery for local
maximum point.
Now let x P S be a critical point of index `1 and a local maximum
at ci. Suppose that Dt for t ą ci converges to a subsurface containing
x as t Ñ ci, and hence in its interior. Let D2t1 , ci ´  ă t1 ď ci, denote
the isotopied surface of Dt, ci ă t ă ci ` , in Lt1 using Theorem 4.1
of [16]. We let D1ci :“ txu, and D1t1 to be the disk bounded by a closed
curve ct1 Ă Lt1 X S for ci ´  ă t1 ă ci near x. We let Dt1 :“ D2t1 ´D1ot1
for ci ´  ă t1 ă ci and define Mt1 as in equation (4.1). (See Figure 4.)
Suppose that Dt converges to a subsurface not containing x as tÑ ci.
Let D2t1 denote the surface in Lt1 isotopied from Dt for ci ´  ă t1 ď ci
using Theorem 4.1 of [16]. Let D1t1 be the disk bounded by ct1 near x
for ci´  ă t1 ă ci, and D1ci be txu. Then we define Dt1 , ci´  ă t ď ci,
as the union of D2t1 and D1t1 and Mt1 as above. (See Figure 5.)
Now if x P S is a critical point of index ´1, then we use the methods
in Section 5 in [16]. Here, we use only the part near the critical point
to add or delete parts of the surfaces and deform. (See Figure 6.)
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Figure 6. The surgery process for index ´1 singularities.
By induction, we proved that Bptq and Mptq hold for all t P R.
Therefore, S bounds a compact 3-manifold. Since S is connected, the
3-manifold is also compact.

In fact, we can use Theorem 4.2 to show that 2-convex affine mani-
folds are Kppi, 1qs by working on M˜ and an imbedded sphere S in M˜ .
S must bound a compact 3-manifold which has to be homeomorphic
to a 3-ball. This provides an alternative proof from that of [16].
4.4. The infinite-cyclic holonomy group affine 3-manifolds.
Theorem 4.3. Let M be a compact affine 3-manifold with empty or
totally geodesic boundary and a virtually infinite-cyclic holonomy group
whose infinite order generator fixes a unique attracting fixed point in
the affine space. Then M is finitely covered by S2ˆS1 or D2ˆS1. They
are generalized affine suspensions of a sphere, RP 2, or a 2-hemisphere.
If M is closed, then M is projectively diffeomorphic to a finite quotient
manifold of an affine Hopf manifold.
Proof. By taking a finite cover, we may assume that hppi1pMqq “ xgy,
and g fixes a unique point x in the affine space. Thus the holonomy
group fixes a global fixed point x. Then M is a radiant affine 3-manifold
by definition in [15]. By the classification of such a manifold in Corol-
lary A in [15] with infinite-cyclic hppi1pMqq implies our result. If M is
closed and orientable, the only case is the affine Hopf manifold. The
only free finite group actions on M are from the finite group actions
on a 2-sphere. Hence, the result follows. 
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Corollary 4.4. Let M be a closed real projective 3-manifold. Suppose
that MJ is a domain Ω in S3 with isolated boundary point x and an
element g of the holonomy group fixes x as an attracting fixed point.
Then M is projectively diffeomorphic to a finite quotient manifold of
an affine Hopf manifold.
Proof. Let S be an -sphere,  ą 0, in a neighborhood of x in Ω. Then
gipSq is in the 3-ball bounded by S for a sufficiently large i. ThenŤ
jPZ g
jpBq is projectively diffeomorphic to Ho´txu for an affine space
Ho. Since B ´ txu P Ω, we have Ho ´ txu Ă Ω. By the proper-
discontinuity of the action of xgy, we obtain Ω “ Ho ´ txu. Theorem
4.3 shows that Ω{xgy is an affine Hopf-manifold, a compact manifold.
Therefore, M is finitely covered by an affine Hopf-manifold. 
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